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ee, ep, pp: synergy
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ee, ep, pp: synergy
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ep Deep Inelastic Scattering

“The point-like electron “probes” the interior of the proton via the 
electroweak force, while acting as a neutral observer with regard to the 
strong force”, R-D Heuer

Deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering

e(k)

e'(k')

p(p)

e(k)

p(p)

γ�Z(q) W(q)

ν(k')

XX

Neutral current scattering
ep → e'X

Charged current scattering
ep → ν

e 
X

● Study the structure of the proton -> bound together by QCD dynamics

-> Ideal QCD laboratory

R-D. Heuer
"The point-like electron "probes" the interior of the proton via the electroweak 
force, while acting as a neutral observer with regard to the strong force."

Neutral Current:

Deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering
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e 
X

● Study the structure of the proton -> bound together by QCD dynamics

-> Ideal QCD laboratory

R-D. Heuer
"The point-like electron "probes" the interior of the proton via the electroweak 
force, while acting as a neutral observer with regard to the strong force."

Charged Current:

W

ν

𝝲/Z(Q2)

➙ ideal QCD and electroweak laboratory

Q2: virtuality of 
exchanged 

boson

x: proton 
momentum 

fraction carried 
by struck parton
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HERA
HERA: 1992 – 2007 
DESY, Germany

√s = 320 GeV, L=1 fb-1

Thomas Naumann     DESY                                         From HERA to LHC 5

The HERA legacyThe HERA legacy
HERA1 combined:

HERA2 final: 1−1.5%

H1,ZEUS: F2 precise to 2−3%
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• HERA provides most important input to our knowledge of proton structure 
• … and did much more besides! BUT, limited 𝓛, √s …
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 uncertainties:
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Figure 23: The parton distribution functions xuv, xdv, xS = 2x(Ū+ D̄) and xg of HERAPDF2.0
NNLO at µ2f = 10GeV

2. The gluon and sea distributions are scaled down by a factor 20. The
experimental, model and parameterisation uncertainties are shown. The dotted lines represent
HERAPDF2.0AG NNLO with the alternative gluon parameterisation, see Section 6.8.
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H1 and ZEUS
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Figure 30: The combined high-Q2 HERA inclusive NC e+p reduced cross sections as partially
shown already in Fig. 5 with overlaid predictions of HERAPDF2.0 NLO and NNLO. The two
differently shaded bands represent the total uncertainties on the two predictions.
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HERA: world’s first and to date only ep collider
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LHeC and FCC-eh

• energy recovery LINAC (ERL) 
attached to HL-LHC or FCC

• e beam: ⟶ 50 or 60 GeV
• e polarised: P= ±0.8
• Lint ⟶ 1 – 2 ab-1  (1000× HERA!)

Figure 10.55: Baseline position and layout for FCC. The lepton ring location is shown at Point L.

in baseline position. TOT was used to evaluate di↵erent layouts and positions for the FCC
ring and assess the impact on the location of the lepton ring. The candidate locations for the
eh IR were the experimental points A, B, G and L. Point L was selected because it provides
good geological conditions, being fully housed in the molasse layer at a depth of around 180 m.
In comparison, Point G is much deeper, Point A is challenging due to proximity of the LHC
and Point B is located in a congested urban area. Similarly to LHeC, the lepton ring will be
located inside the FCC ring, in this instance to avoid the Jura limestone. The entire FCC-eh
infrastructure is located in the molasse.

The geological data captured within the TOT tool was collected from various sources includ-
ing previous underground projects at CERN, the French Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et
Minières (BRGM), and existing geological maps and boreholes for geothermal and petroleum
exploration. The data was processed to produce rock-head maps and to create the geological
layers. No ground investigations have been conducted specifically for the FCC project [16]. In
order to validate its baseline alignment and determine the geotechnical parameters required for
the detailed design, site investigation campaigns will need to be carried out. Some boreholes
exist in the region where the tunnel for the lepton ring will be built, reducing the uncertainty
of the ground conditions. However, further ground investigations are needed in order to verify
the boundary between geological layers. The geological features of interest in this region are the
Allondon Fault and possible zones of poor rock and level of limestone, which should be avoided.

The IP will be in the experimental cavern at point L, defined as an experimental point for FCC-
hh. The layout of the ERL and the underground infrastructure for the FCC-eh is similar to
LHeC (see Table 10.29), with the exception of the shafts which are 180 m deep. The schematic
layout and proposed civil engineering structures are shown in Fig. 10.57.

299

Figure 10.48: Left: Mechanical layout of the new half quadrupole for the proton beam. Right : Field
distribution in the half quadrupole for the proton beam.

10.8 Civil Engineering

Since the beginning of the LHeC study which proposes a electron-hadron collider, various shapes
and sizes of the eh collider were studied around CERN region. Two main options were initially
considered, namely the Ring-Ring and the Linac-Ring. For civil engineering, these options
were studied taking into account geology, construction risks, land features as well as technical
constraints and operations of the LHC. The Linac-Ring configuration was selected, favouring
a higher achievable luminosity. This chapter describes the civil engineering infrastructure re-
quired for an Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) injecting into the ALICE cavern at Point 2 LHC.
Fig. 10.49 shows three options for the ERL of di↵erent sizes, represented as fractions of the LHC
circumference, respectively 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5 of the LHC circumference.

Figure 10.49: Racetrack options proposed for LHeC at Point 2 of the LHC. The color coding illustrated
di↵erent options with 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5 of the LHC circumference, resulting in di↵erent electron beam
energies.
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LHeC FCC-eh

LHeC: arXiV:1206.2913 ; arXiv:2007.14491

FCC-eh: Eur. Phys. J. C 79, no. 6, 474 (2019)

cost: 𝓞(1) BCHF, 20% of LHC
CERN-ACC-2018-0061

Future CERN Colliders: arXiv:1810.13022

https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.2913
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
https://epjc.epj.org/articles/epjc/abs/2019/06/10052_2019_Article_6904/10052_2019_Article_6904.html
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2652349
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.13022
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LHeC and FCC-eh
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LHeC: √s= 1.2 – 1.8 TeV

EIC

“LE-FCC-eh”: √s= 2.1 TeV
(earlier operation with current magnet technology, Ep=19 TeV)

FCC-eh: 
√s= 3.5 TeV

• synchronous operation:

• with HL-LHC (2035+):                   
• Ep = 7 TeV, √s = 1.2 TeV

• or with HE-LHC:                       
• Ep = 13.5 TeV, √s = 1.8 TeV

• or with LE-FCC:           
• Ep = 19 TeV, √s = 2.1 TeV

• and/or later with FCC 
(2050+):                  

• Ep = 50 TeV, √s = 3.5 TeV
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Possible scenarios of future colliders
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ILC: 250 GeV 
2 ab-1

CepC: 90/160/240 GeV
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500 GeV
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FCC-ee:  90/160/250 

GeV -150/10/5 ab-1
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SppC: ≈ FCC-hh

Proton collider
Electron  collider
Electron-Proton  collider

2080

Construction/Transformation: heights of box construction cost/year

209004/10/2019 UB

350-365 GeV 
1.7 ab-1

20km tunnel 

100km tunnel 

100km tunnel 

50 km tunnel 

FCC hh: 150 TeV ≈20-30 ab-1 

1 TeV
≈ 4-5.4 ab-1

31km tunnel 40 km tunnel 

100km tunnel 

4 years

8 years

8 years

Preparation

CLIC: 380 GeV 
1.5 ab-1

1.5 TeV
2.5  ab-1

3 TeV
5  ab-111 km tunnel 

29 km tunnel 

5 years

HL-LHC: 13 TeV 3-4 ab-1 HE-LHC: 27 TeV 10 ab-1 

2 years 1.7 B/ 6 years
LHeC: 1.2TeV 
0.25-1 ab-1©

FCC-eh: 3.5 TeV 2 ab-1

CERN/ESG/05

U. Bassler, CERN council president

LHeC: installation during LS4; 
concurrent operation through LHC Runs 5/6; and period of dedicated running, arXiv:1810.13022

“No consensus in European 

community on which type of future 

ee collider (linear or circular)”
(F Gianotti, CERN Council Week, June 2020)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.13022


LHeC and FCC CDRs
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LHeC white paper: arXiv:2007.14491
submitted to J.Phys.G

update to CDR, arXiV:1206.2913 (600 citations)

compilation of new and updated         
studies over the past years, 
400 pages, 300 authors, 156 institutions

5 page summary: 
ECFA newsletter No. 5, August 2020
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2729018/files/
ECFA-Newsletter-5-Summer2020.pdf

see also, CERN-ACC-Note-2018-0084
submitted to EU strategy update

FCC CDR, vols 1 and 3: 
physics, EPJ C79 (2019), 6, 474

FCC with eh integrated, EPJ ST 228 (2019), 4, 755

CERN-ACC-Note-2020-0002
Geneva, July 28, 2020

���e

The Large Hadron-Electron Collider at the HL-LHC

LHeC and FCC-he Study Group

To be submitted to J. Phys. G

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.2913
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2729018/files/ECFA-Newsletter-5-Summer2020.pdf
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2652313
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjc%2Fs10052-019-6904-3
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjst%2Fe2019-900087-0
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energy recovery linac (ERL)

Injector

Arc 1,3,5 (3142m) Arc 2,4,6 (3142m)

Matching/splitter (30m)
IP line Detector

Linac 1 (1008m)

Linac 2 (1008m)

Bypass (230m)

Loss compensation 1 (140m)Loss compensation 2 (90m)

Matching/splitter (31m)

Matching/combiner (31m)

Matching/combiner (31m)

60	GeV	ERL	

50	GeV	ERL	 Arc	2,4,6	
(3142m)	

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the three-turn LHeC configuration with two oppositely positioned electron
linacs and three arcs housed in the same tunnel. Two configurations are shown: Outer: Default Ee =
60 GeV with linacs of about 1 km length and 1 km arc radius leading to an ERL circumference of about
9 km, or 1/3 of the LHC length. Inner: Sketch for Ee = 50 GeV with linacs of about 0.8 km length and
0.55 km arc radius leading to an ERL circumference of 5.4 km, or 1/5 of the LHC length, which is smaller
than the size of the SPS. The 1/5 circumference configuration is flexible: it entails the possibility to
stage the project as funds of physics dictate by using only partially equipped linacs, and it also permits
upgrading to somewhat higher energies if one admits increased synchrotron power losses and operates at
higher gradients.

The electron beam current is given as

Ie = eNef , (2.2)

where f is the bunch frequency 1/�. The current for the LHeC is limited by the charge delivery
of the source. In the new default design we have Ie = 20mA which results from a charge of
500 pC for the bunch frequency of 40 MHz. It is one of the tasks of the PERLE facility to
investigate the stability of the 3-turn ERL configuration in view of the challenge for each cavity
to hold the sixfold current due to the simultaneous acceleration and deceleration of bunches at
three di↵erent beam energies each.

2.4.1 Electron-Proton Collisions

The design parameters of the luminosity were recently provided in a note describing the FCC-eh
configuration [35], including the LHeC. Tab. 2.3 represents an update comprising in addition
the initial 30GeV configuration and the lower energy version of the FCC-hh based on the LHC
magnets2. For the LHeC, as noted above, we assume Ee = 50GeV while for FCC-eh we retain
60 GeV. Since the source limits the electron current, the peak luminosity may be taken not to

2 The low energy FCC-pp collider, as of today, uses a 6T LHC magnet in a 100 km tunnel. If, sometime in
the coming decades, high field magnets become available based on HTS technology, then a 20TeV proton beam
energy may even be achievable in the LHC tunnel. To this extent the low energy FCC considered here and an
HTS based HE-LHC would be comparable options in terms of their energy reach.

28

based FCC ee with other options. The most remarkable promise of the ERL-based FCC ee collider 
is the possibility of delivering high luminosity at high energies, while consuming a small portion 
(~10%) of the RF power, when compared with the ring-ring design. It turns out that an ERL-based 
ee collider might also deliver higher luminosity with lower electric power consumption in the 
lower energy range of linear colliders. 

 
Fig. 1. Luminosities for various options of an FCC ee. The original plot for the FCC ee ring-ring 
design and other colliders is taken from [6]. The thick green line and green squares show our 
estimated luminosities for the ERL-based collider consuming 10 MW of RF power, the design we 
call Green FCC ee. The red dash-line shows a simple linear scaling of the luminosities to 100 
MW RF – this mode is not what we are proposing for the FCC ee ERL-based design. 
A possible realization for an ERL-based FCC ee collider is shown in Fig. 2. Low emittance flat 
electron and positron beams from 2 GeV cooling rings are injected into and accelerated to the top 
energy in a multi-turn ERL (see Table 1 for details) comprised of two superconducting RF (SRF) 
linacs located in the FCC tunnel. While beams with intermediate energies bypass the interaction 
regions, beams at the top energy do collide in one of the interaction regions (IRs). A relatively low 
bunch repetition rate (see Table 1) allows one to time individual bunches so that they collide in 
one of the IRs. In this scenario the luminosity can be divided (shared) between the IRs in any 
desirable ratio3. The used beams, with significantly increased energy spreads and emittances, are 
then decelerated in the ERL to 2 GeV, reinjected into the storage rings and cooled there to the 
required low emittances before repeating the trip in the ERL. Beam losses, which are expected to 
be very low, are replenished by top-off injection from two 2 GeV linacs equipped with electron 
and position sources4. 

 
3 The other scenario, when beams can collide in each IR with increases overall luminosity is also possible, 
but it required detailed studies elsewhere 
4 If desired, these could be polarized electrons and positrons 

ERL based FCC ee at 10 MW SR

ERL based FCC ee at 100 MW SR

? ?

FCCe
e

3-turn racetrack energy recovery configuration
(Ie = 20 mA for 1034 cm-2s-1 luminosity, f=801.58 MHz)

ERL: one of few revolutionary concepts for 
accelerator design; huge potential, just 
evolving; recognised as a high-priority future 
initiative for CERN (ESPP) 

many technical synergies, EG:

FCC-ee: ERL suggested as alternative 
approach (arXiv:1909.04437)
160 – 500 GeV, ERL-based FCC-ee promises 
higher energy reach and luminosity while 
consuming much less power (thick green)

https://europeanstrategy.cern/home
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.04437
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PERLE powerful ERL for experiments

DC = lRF/2

7 MeV

7 MeV 

1 : 3 : 5

2 : 4 : 6

▪ 2 Linacs (Four 5-Cell 801.58 MHz SC cavities)
▪ 3 turns (160 MeV/turn)
▪ Max. beam energy 500 MeV

PERLE configuration:

Footprint: 24 x 5.5 x 0.8 m3

4Electrons for the LHC: LHeC, FCC-eh and PERLE Workshop- Chavannes de Bogis, 24-25 October 2019W. KAABI

CDR: arXiv:1705.08783
ESPPU: CERN-ACC-2018-0086

BINP, CERN, Cornell, Daresbury, JLab, Liverpool, iJCLab +

PERLE: international collaboration built to realise
500 MeV energy facility at Orsay, for development 
of ERL with LHeC conditions 

will also provide 𝓞(100 MeV) physics

PERLE is progressing (source, injector, magnets, …, radiation safety, … and recognition)

1st Nb 802 MHz SRF cavity successfully 
fabricated and tested (Oct 17, JLab)

FCC Week 2018, 9-13 April 2018, Beurs van Berlage, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Final Vertical Test Result at 2K (Five-cell CRN5)

15

Q0(2K) = 3e10 @ ~27 MV/m

quench limit Record Q0-values at 2K in this 
frequency regime

Subtracting 0.5 nΩ due to NC
RF losses in SS blank flanges 

Cavity fabrication and test:

The first Nb 802 MHz 5-Cell cavity fabricated 
October 2017 at JLAB  

23

LAL/IPNo – CERN - JLAB Collaboration

Courtesy to Frank Marhauser

Electrons for the LHC: LHeC, FCC-eh and PERLE Workshop- Chavannes de Bogis, 24-25 October 2019W. KAABI

PERLE Coll. Meeting, 2020,
https://indico.cern.ch/event/923021/

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.08783
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2652336
https://indico.cern.ch/event/923021/
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Figure 12.1: Side view of the updated baseline LHeC detector concept, providing an overview of the
main detector components and their locations. The detector dimensions are about 13m length and 9m
diameter. The central detector is complemented with forward (p, n) and backward (e, �) spectrometers
mainly for di↵ractive physics and for photo-production and luminosity measurements, respectively. See
text for details.

Figure 12.2: Side projection of the central part of the LHeC detector, illustrating also the solenoid and
electron-beam-steering dipoles. See text for further details.

12.3 Inner Tracking

12.3.1 Overview and Performance

A schematic view of the updated tracking region is shown in Fig. 12.5. The layouts in the
central, forward and backward directions have been separately optimised using the tkLayout
performance estimation tool for silicon trackers [893]. The result is seven concentric barrel
layers with the innermost layer approximately 3 cm from the beam line at its closest distance
and with approximately equal radial spacing thereafter. The tracker barrel is supplemented by
seven forward wheels and five backward wheels of which three in each direction comprise the
central tracker end-cap and, respectively, four and two, respectively, are mounted beyond the
central tracker enclosure.

317

LHeC detector concept

7/2020

LHeC initial design described in detail in CDR, arXiV:1206.2913; 
updated in arXiv:2007.14491

‘no’ pile up (max 0.1); much less radiation wrt pp (1/1000); high precision through 
over-constrained kinematics: e-h; coverage 1 ➙ 179o; modular for rapid installation; 
tracker radius 40 ➙ 60 cm; B 3.5T

LHeC Detector

Study of installation (sequence)
of LHeC detector in IP2 cavern
using L3 magnet support structure
[commensurate with 2 year shutdown]
A. Ghaddi et al, LHeC Workshop 2015

Currently: increase radius of tracker, choose technology, summarise/simulate response: update this fall

L=13.6 m [FCCeh:19.3 about CMS size] 
R=4.6 m
[6.2 FCCeh]

p/A

Fwd  Tracker

Muon Detector

Central 
Tracker

e-

EMC-Barrel

FHC-Plug

FEC-Plug

BEC-Plug

BHC-Plug

HAC-Barrel

FHC-Endcap

BHC-Endcap

Dipole

Dipole

Solenoid
Bwd  Tracker

FCC-eh Detector

12/2018

L×D=13 × 9 m2 [FCCeh: 19 ×12 m2 , about CMS size]

Crane bridge 2x20tons

LHC magnets

External dipole

Detector installation complete underground.

PX24 shaft

UX25 cavern

L3 magnet

Figure 12.19: View of the LHeC detector, housed in the L3 magnet support structure, after installation
at the interaction point.

Figure 12.20: Time schedule of the sequential installation of the LHeC detector at point 2, as described
in the text.

12.8 Detector Design for a Low Energy FCC-eh

Although not the primary focus of this report, a full detector design has also been carried
out for an ep facility based on an FCC tunnel with proton-ring magnet strengths limited such
that the proton energy is 20 TeV. For ease of comparison, the basic layout and the technology
choices are currently similar to those of the LHeC detector. Similar or improved performance is
obtained compared with the LHeC, provided that additional disks are included in the forward
and backward trackers and the calorimeter depths are scaled logarithmically with the beam
energies.

335

FCC-eh

study of installation in IP2 
cavern commensurate with 
2-year shut down

https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.2913
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
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Figure 1.1: Coverage of the kinematic plane in deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering by some initial
fixed target experiments, with electrons (SLAC) and muons (NMS, BCDMS), and by the ep colliders:
the EIC (green), HERA (yellow), the LHeC (blue) and the FCC-eh (brown). The low Q

2 region for the
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using low electron beam data. Electron taggers may extend this to even lower Q

2. The high Q
2 limit at
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2 are illustrated using polar angle limits of ⌘ = � ln tan ✓/2 of 4, 5, 6 for the EIC, LHeC, and FCC-eh,
respectively. These lines are given by x = exp ⌘ ·

p
Q2/2Ep, and can be moved to larger x when Ep is

lowered below the nominal values.

.

o↵ers a unique potential to test the electroweak SM in the spacelike region with unprece-217

dented precision. The high ep cms energy leads to the copious production of top quarks,218

of about 2 · 106 single top and 5 · 104
tt̄ events. Top production could not be observed219

at HERA but will thus become a central theme of precision and discovery physics with220

the LHeC. In particular, the top momentum fraction, top couplings to the photon, the W221

boson and possible flavour changing neutral currents (FCNC) interactions can be studied222

in a uniquely clean environment (Chapter 5).223

• The LHeC extends the kinematic range in lepton-nucleus scattering by nearly four orders224

of magnitude. It thus will transform nuclear particle physics completely, by resolving the225

hitherto hidden parton dynamics and substructure in nuclei and clarifying the QCD base226

for the collective dynamics observed in QGP phenomena (Chapter 6).227

• The clean DIS final state in neutral and charged current scattering and the high integrated228
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quark and gluon pdfs
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summary of LHeC pdfs
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LHeC 1st Run (expected)
50 fb-1 e–

situation today after 1st LHeC Run (3 yrs)
with further improvements after full running 
period, plus HQs, DIS jets, … 

• complete unfolding of parton content in 
unprecedented kinematic range: u, d, s, c, b, t, xg

• theory: N3LO, no nuclear corrections, …



2.2.1.1 Gluon fusion

In this section we document cross section predictions for a standard model Higgs boson produced through
gluon fusion in 27 TeV pp collisions. To derive predictions we include contributions based on pertur-
bative computations of scattering cross sections as studied in Ref. [47]. We include perturbative QCD
corrections through next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO), electroweak (EW) and approximated
mixed QCD-electroweak corrections as well as effects of finite quark masses. The only modification
with respect to YR4 [45] is that we now include the exact N3LO heavy top effective theory cross section
of Ref. [48] instead of its previous approximation. The result of this modification is only a small change
in the central values and uncertainties. To derive theoretical uncertainties we follow the prescriptions
outlined in Ref. [47]. We use the following inputs:

ECM 27 TeV
mt(mt) 162.7 GeV
mb(mb) 4.18 GeV

mc(3 GeV) 0.986 GeV
↵S(mZ) 0.118

PDF PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [49]

(5)

All quark masses are treated in the MS scheme. To derive numerical predictions we use the program
iHixs [50].

Sources of uncertainty for the inclusive Higgs boson production cross section have been assessed
recently in refs. [47, 51, 52, 45]. Several sources of theoretical uncertainties were identified.
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Fig. 1: The figure shows the linear sum of the different sources of relative uncertainties as a function
of the collider energy. Each coloured band represents the size of one particular source of uncertainty as
described in the text. The component �(PDF+↵S) corresponds to the uncertainties due to our imprecise
knowledge of the strong coupling constant and of parton distribution functions combined in quadrature.

– Missing higher-order effects of QCD corrections beyond N3LO (�(scale)).
– Missing higher-order effects of electroweak and mixed QCD-electroweak corrections at and be-

yond O(↵S↵) (�(EW)).
– Effects due to finite quark masses neglected in QCD corrections beyond NLO (�(t,b,c) and �(1/mt)).
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Figure 3: Precision electroweak and strong interaction coupling determinations with the LHeC. Left: Total experimental
uncertainty of the vector and axial-vector NC down-quark couplings from the LHeC (red ellipse) compared to present determi-
nations from HERA, Tevatron and LEP; Right: Extrapolation of the coupling constants (1/�) within SUSY (CMSSM40.2.5) [4]
to the Planck scale. The width of the red line is the uncertainty of the world average of �s, which is dominated by the lattice
QCD calculation chosen for the PDG average. The black band is the LHeC projected experimental uncertainty [1].

LHeC �s measurement is not just a single experiment but represents a whole programme, which renews
the physics of DIS and revisits the scale uncertainties in pQCD at the next-to-next-to-next-to leading order
level. The LHeC itself provides the necessary basis for such a programme, mainly with a complete set of
high precision PDF measurements, including for example the prospect to measure the charm mass to 3MeV
as compared to 30MeV at HERA (from F cc

2 ), and with the identification of the limits of applicability of
DGLAP QCD by discovering or rejecting saturation of the gluon density.

3.3 Low x Physics

The parton densities extracted from HERA data exhibit a strong rise towards low x at fixed Q2. The
low x regime of proton structure is a largely unexplored territory whose dynamics are those of a densely
packed, gluon dominated, partonic system. It o�ers unique insights into the gluon field which confines quarks
within hadrons and is responsible for the generation of most of the mass of hadrons. Understanding low x
proton structure is also important for the precision study of cosmic ray air showers and ultra-high energy
neutrinos and may be related to the string theory of gravity. The most pressing issue in low x physics is
the need for a mechanism to tame the growth of the partons, which, from very general considerations, is
expected to be modified in the region of LHeC sensitivity. There is a wide, though non-universal, consensus,
that non-linear contributions to parton evolution (for example via gluon recombinations gg � g) eventually
become relevant and the parton densities ‘saturate’. The LHeC o�ers the unique possibility of observing
these non-perturbative dynamics at su⇤ciently large Q2 values for weak coupling theoretical methods to
be applied, suggesting the exciting possibility of a parton-level understanding of the collective properties of
QCD. A two-pronged approach to mapping out the newly accessed LHeC low x region is proposed in [1].
On the one hand, the density of partons can be increased by overlapping many nucleons in eA scattering
(see next section). On the other hand, the density of a single nucleon source can be increased by probing at
lower x in ep scattering. Many observables are considered in [1], from which two illustrative examples are
chosen here.
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• 𝝰s is least known coupling constant
• world av.:

• current state-of-the-art: δ𝝰s/𝝰s = 𝓞(1%)
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theory uncertainties
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Higgs

Current state of the art for  from LEPαs
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๏LEP beams switched off Nov 2000; theory has kept 
evolving: 

•NNLO 3-jet calculations: Weinzierl, PRL 101, 162001 (2008), and Gehrmann-de-Ridder, Gehrmann, 
Glover, Heinrich (EERAD), CPC185(2014)3331 
•+ new resummations: E.g., SCET-based N3LL for C-parameter: Hoang et al, PRD91(2015)094018 

๏  Reanalyses: new αs(mZ) extractions 
•E.g., 0.1123 ± 0.0015 from C-parameter @ NNLO + N3LL′ 

๏Note large spread among  extractions  
•➤ PDG  from ee = 0.1171 ± 0.0031 

•Compared with global = 0.1179 ± 0.0010  
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This result will improve the world average value considerably. However, theoretical uncertainties1730

are not included and new mathematical tools and an improved understanding of QCD will1731

be needed in order to achieve small values similar to the experimental ones. The dominant1732

sensitivity in this study arises from the jet data. This can be seen from Fig. 4.5, where �↵s(MZ)1733

changes only moderately with di↵erent assumptions imposed on the inclusive NC/CC DIS data.1734

Assumptions made for the uncertainties of the inclusive jet data have been studied above, and1735

these results can be translated easily to this PDF+↵s fit.1736

The expected values for ↵s(MZ) obtained from inclusive jets or from inclusive NC/CC DIS data1737

are compared in Fig. 4.6 with present determinations from global fits based on DIS data (called1738

PDF fits) and the world average value [129]. It is observed that LHeC will have the potential

0.11 0.115 0.12
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LHeC DIS+jets
LHeC incl. jets

=50GeV)e (ELHeC incl. DIS 
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NNPDF
JR
BBG
ABMP
ABM

Figure 4.6: Summary of ↵s(MZ) values in comparison with present values.

1739

to improve considerably the world average value. Already after one year of data taking, the1740

experimental uncertainties of the NC/CC DIS data are competitive with the world average1741

value. The measurement of jet cross sections will further improve that value (not shown).1742

Furthermore, LHeC will be able to address a long standing puzzle. All ↵s determinations from1743

global fits based on NC/CC DIS data find a lower value of ↵s(MZ) than determinations in the1744

lattice QCD framework, from ⌧ decays or in a global electroweak fit. With the expected precision1745

from LHeC this discrepancy will be resolved.1746

4.1.3 Strong coupling from other processes1747

A detailed study for the determination of ↵s(MZ) from NC/CC DIS and from inclusive jet data1748

was presented in the previous paragraphs. However, a large number of additional processes1749

and observables that are measured at the LHeC can also be considered for a determination of1750

↵s(MZ). Suitable observables or processes are di-jet and multi-jet production, heavy flavour1751

production, jets in photoproduction or event shape observables. These processes all exploit1752

the ↵s dependence of the hard interaction. Using suitable predictions, also softer processes1753

72
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or ⌧ decay measurements [174], which are at low scales O(GeV), to the measurements at the1689

Z pole [175] and to the applications to scales which are relevant for the LHC, e.g. for Higgs1690

or top-quark physics or high-mass searches. This kinematic region of scales O(10 GeV) cannot1691

be accessed by (HL-)LHC experiments because of limitations due to pile-up and underlying1692

event [176].1693

Inclusive DIS cross sections are sensitive to ↵s(MZ) through higher-order QCD corrections,1694

contributions from the FL structure function and the scale dependence of the cross section at1695

high x (scaling violations). The value of ↵s(MZ) can then be determined in a combined fit1696

of the PDFs and ↵s(MZ) [161]. While a simultaneous determination of ↵s(MZ) and PDFs is1697

not possible with HERA inclusive DIS data alone due to its limited precision and kinematic1698

coverage [42,161], the large kinematic coverage, high precision and the integrated luminosity of1699

the LHeC data will allow for the first time such an ↵s analysis.1700

For the purpose of the determination of ↵s(MZ) from inclusive NC/CC DIS data, a combined1701

PDF+↵s fit to the simulated data is performed, similar to the studies presented above, in1702

Chapter 3. Other technical details are outlined in Ref. [161]. In this fit, however, the numbers1703

of free parameters of the gluon parameterisation is increased, since the gluon PDF and ↵s(MZ)1704

are highly correlated and LHeC data are sensitive to values down to x < 10�5, which requires1705

additional freedom for the gluon parameterisation. The inclusive data are restricted to Q
2 �1706

5 GeV2 in order to avoid a region where e↵ects beyond fixed-order perturbation theory may1707

become sizeable [42, 177].1708

Exploiting the full LHeC inclusive NC/CC DIS data with Ee = 50GeV, the value of ↵s(MZ) can1709

be determined with an uncertainty �↵s(MZ) = ±0.00038. With a more optimistic assumption1710

70

• achievable precision 𝓞(0.1%)
at same level as 𝝰s from FCC-ee

• QCD theory uncertainties will be 
limiting factor

fit to subsets of ep jet data

strong coupling, 𝝰s
arXiv:2007.14491

𝝙𝝰s(MZ) (exp.+pdf) = ±0.00022   (inclusive DIS)
𝝙𝝰s(MZ) (exp.+pdf) = ±0.00018   (incl. DIS & jets)
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empowering the LHC: Higgs and BSM
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Figure 9.5: Cross sections of Higgs production calculated to N3LO using the iHix program [715] for existing
PDF parameterisation sets (left side) and for the LHeC PDFs (right side). The widths of the areas correspond
to the uncertainties as quoted by the various sets, having rescaled the CT14 uncertainties from 90 to 68% C.L.
Results (left) are included also for di↵erent values of the strong coupling constant ↵s(M

2
Z), from 0.114 to 0.120.

The inner LHeC uncertainty band (red) includes the expected systematic uncertainty due to the PDFs while the
outer box illustrates the expected uncertainty resulting from the determination of ↵s with the LHeC.

For a detailed description of the Higgs physics program at the LHeC we refer to Chapter 7. The5812

only information not included in the fit presented in this section is that of the determination5813

of the top Yukawa coupling, since projections from that study are performed assuming any5814

coupling other than t to be SM like. Comments in this regard will be made, when necessary,5815

below.5816

For the HL-LHC inputs of the combined fit we rely on the projections presented in Ref. [712],5817

as used in the comparative study in Ref. [718]. These HL-LHC inputs include projections for5818

the total rates in the main production (ggF, VBF, V H and ttH) and decay channels (H !5819

bb, ⌧⌧, µµ, ZZ
⇤
, WW

⇤
, ��, Z�). They are available both for ATLAS and CMS. Regarding5820

the theory systematics in these projections, we assume the scenario S2 described in [712], where5821

the SM theory uncertainties are reduced by roughly a factor of two with respect to their current5822

values, a reduction to which LHeC would contribute by eliminating the PDF and ↵s parts of5823

the uncertainty, see Fig. 9.5. Theory systematics are assumed to be fully correlated between5824

ATLAS and CMS. These projections are combined with LHeC ones, where, as in Ref. [718],5825

we use the future projections for the SM theory uncertainties in the di↵erent production cross5826

sections and decay widths. In the  fit performed here we assume: (1) no Higgs decays into5827

particles other than the SM ones; (2) heavy particles are allowed to modify the SM loops, so we5828

use e↵ective  parameters to describe the SM loop-induced processes, i.e. we use g, � , Z� as5829
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HIGGS

can be parameterised as contact interactions (CI) between two initial-state quarks and two
final-state leptons of given chirality:

LCI =
g
2

⇤2
⌘ij(q̄i�µqi)(¯̀i�

µ
`i), (9.12)

where i, j = L or R (for left- or right-handed chirality), g is a coupling constant set to be 4⇡ by
convention, and ⇤ is the CI scale. The sign of ⌘ij determines whether the interference between
the SM Drell–Yan (DY) process, qq̄ ! Z/�

⇤ ! `
+
`
�, is constructive or destructive.

The size and sign of the observed deviation with respect to the SM probes the scale and in-
terference pattern of the interaction. The sensitivity of the search is limited by experimental
uncertainties (finite statistics and experimental systematic uncertainties) and by uncertainties
in the theoretical modelling of the DY background.

The most recent results of the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations [702, 703] are based on e
+
e
�

and µ
+
µ

� final states in 36 fb�1 of data, and probe CI’s up to a typical scale of 25 TeV, de-
pending on the chirality and sign of the interaction coupling parameter. The limits derived by
ATLAS, summarised in Tab. 9.6, accounted for theoretical uncertainties induced by the PDFs
and by ↵s. The dominant PDF uncertainty was estimated from the 90% CL uncertainty in
the CT14nnlo PDF set, adding an envelope from the comparison of the CT14nnlo, MMHT2014
and NNPDF3.0 [751] central sets. The strong coupling constant uncertainty was propagated
assuming ↵s = 0.118 ± 0.003, with a subleading e↵ect.

The present study evaluates the sensitivity of this search at the HL-LHC. The increase in
sensitivity is estimated using samples of Standard-Model like pseudo data, corresponding to the
integrated luminosity of 3 ab�1. In a first step, both the experimental and theoretical systematic
uncertainties are kept in the publication. In this regime, the extrapolated statistical uncertainty
is typically a factor 5 to 10 smaller than the theoretical uncertainty. Improvements from the
LHeC in ↵s and in the proton PDFs are incorporated in a second step. Assuming the prospects
described in Chapter 3, ↵s and PDF uncertainties are smaller than the statistical fluctuations
and can be neglected in a first approximation.

The results are summarised in Tab. 9.6. Everything else equal, increasing the sample size from
36 fb�1 to 3 ab�1 enhances the CI reach by a typical factor of two. Accounting for the improve-
ment in the theoretical modelling of the DY process brought by the LHeC brings another factor
of 1.5–1.8 in the limits. In the last case, the limits reach well into range directly accessible with
proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 100TeV, as envisioned at the FCC-hh.

Model ATLAS (Ref. [702]) HL-LHC

L = 36 fb�1 (CT14nnlo) L = 3ab�1 (CT14nnlo) L = 3ab�1 (LHeC)

LL (constr.) 28 TeV 58TeV 96 TeV
LL (destr.) 21 TeV 49TeV 77 TeV
RR (constr.) 26TeV 58 TeV 84 TeV
RR (destr.) 22TeV 61 TeV 75 TeV
LR (constr.) 26 TeV 49 TeV 81 TeV
LR (destr.) 22 TeV 45 TeV 62 TeV

Table 9.6: Contact interaction limits from ATLAS based on 36 fb�1 of data [702], and extrapolated
to the full HL-LHC dataset (3 ab�1). The extrapolation is performed assuming the same PDF and ↵s

uncertainties as in Ref. [702], and assuming the improved uncertainties as obtained from the LHeC.
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external, reliable, precise pdfs needed for 
range extension and interpretation
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Why are we interested in small x? (phenomenological answer)
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• small x – various phenomena may 
occur which go beyond standard 
DGLAP QCD evolution:

• BFKL, connected to small x resummation
of             terms

• gluon recombination ➙ non-linear 
evolution, parton saturation

Theory “problems” we expect at small x

Figure 1: MMHT2014 NNLO PDFs at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2, with associated 68%
confidence-level uncertainty bands. The corresponding plot of NLO PDFs is shown in Fig. 20.

2 Changes in the theoretical procedures

In this Section, we list the changes in our theoretical description of the data, from that used

in the MSTW analysis [1]. We also glance ahead to mention some of the main e�ects on the

resulting PDFs.

2.1 Input distributions

As is clear from the discussion in the Introduction, one improvement is to use parameterisations

for the input distributions based on Chebyshev polynomials. Following the detailed study in

[11], we take for most PDFs a parameterisation of the form

xf(x, Q2
0) = A(1 � x)�x�

�
1 +

n�

i=1

aiT
Ch
i (y(x))

�
, (1)

where Q2
0 = 1 GeV2 is the input scale, and TCh

i (y) are Chebyshev polynomials in y, with

y = 1 � 2xk where we take k = 0.5 and n = 4. The global fit determines the values of the

set of parameters A, �, �, ai for each PDF, namely for f = uV , dV , S, s+, where S is the

light-quark sea distribution

S � 2(ū + d̄) + s + s̄. (2)

For s+ � s + s̄ we set �+ = �S. As argued in [1] the sea quarks at very low x are governed

almost entirely by perturbative evolution, which is flavour independent, and any di�erence in

6
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Figure 83: The structure function F̃2 as extracted from the measured reduced cross sections for
four values of Q2 together with the predictions of HERAPDF2.0 NLO. The bands represent the
total uncertainty on the predictions.
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Gluon and sea-quark PDFs grow at small x ) DIS cross section grows

At su�ciently small x, the density of partons becomes too high for linear evolution to be
still valid ) saturation

Moreover, at small x the presence of log 1
x

contributions in perturbative coe�cients
make fixed-order results unreliable ) small-x resummation
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central rapidity ↑

• unprecedented opportunity to explore 
small x with LHeC/FCC-eh

• ×15/120 extension in 1/x cf. HERA
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effect of small x 
resummation

NNLO only

• recent evidence for onset of BFKL 
dynamics in HERA inclusive data, 

• arXiv:1710.05935; 1802.00064

(see also, arXiv:1604.02299)

small x at HERA

• mainly affects gluon pdf – dramatic 
effect for x 10-3

• impact for LHC and FCC phenomenology

• NB, gluon pdf obtained with small x resummation
grows more quickly – saturation at some point!

Impact of small-x resummation on PDFs: the gluon

Small-x resummation mostly a↵ects the gluon PDF (and the total quark singlet)

Dramatic e↵ect of resummation on the gluon PDF at x . 10�3

Persists at higher energy scales ) impact for LHC and FCC-hh phenomenology

Note that the gluon PDF obtained with small-x resummation grows faster
! saturation at some point!
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FIG. 1. All-order e↵ects on the Higgs cross section computed at N3LO, as a function of
p
s. The plot of the left shows the

impact of small-x resummation, while the one of the right of large-x resummation. The bands represent PDF uncertainties.

small-x [89]. This opens up the possibility of achieving
fully consistent resummed results. While we presently
concentrate on the Higgs production cross section, our
technique is fully general and can be applied to other
important processes, such as the Drell-Yan process or
heavy-quark production. We leave further phenomeno-
logical analyses to future work.

Let us start our discussion by introducing the factor-
ized Higgs production cross section

�(⌧,m2
H
) = ⌧�0

�
m2

H
,↵s(µ

2
R
)
�

(1)

⇥

X

ij

Z 1

⌧

dx
x Lij

�
⌧
x , µ

2
F

�
Cij

⇣
x,↵s(µ

2
R
), m2

H

µ2

F

, m2

H

µ2

R

⌘
,

where �0 is the lowest-order partonic cross section, Lij

are parton luminosities (convolutions of PDFs), Cij are
the perturbative partonic coe�cient functions, ⌧ = m2

H
/s

is the squared ratio between the Higgs mass and the col-
lider center-of-mass energy, and the sum runs over all
parton flavors. Henceforth, we suppress the dependence
on renormalization and factorization scales µR, µF. More-
over, because the Higgs couples to the gluon via a heavy-
flavor loop, (1) also implicitly depends on any heavy vir-
tual particle mass.

The general method to consistently combine large-
and small-x resummation of partonic coe�cient functions
Cij(x,↵s) was developed in [85]. The basic principle is
the definition of each resummation such that they do
not interfere with each other. This statement can be
made more precise by considering Mellin (N) moments
of (1). The key observation is that while in momen-
tum (x) space coe�cient functions are distributions, their
Mellin moments are analytic functions of the complex
variable N and therefore, they are (in principle) fully de-
termined by the knowledge of their singularities. Thus,
high-energy and threshold resummations are consistently

combined if they mutually respect their singularity struc-
ture. In [85], where an approximate N3LO result for Cij

was obtained by expanding both resummations to O(↵3
s),

the definition of the large-x logarithms from threshold re-
summation was improved in order to satisfy the desired
behavior, and later this improvement was extended to
all orders in [45], leading to the so-called  -soft resum-
mation scheme. Thanks to these developments, double-
resummed partonic coe�cient functions can be simply
written as the sum of three terms [90]

Cij(x,↵s) = Cfo
ij (x,↵s)+�C lx

ij (x,↵s)+�Csx
ij (x,↵s), (2)

where the first term is the fixed-order calculation, the
second one is the threshold-resummed  -soft contribu-
tion minus its expansion (to avoid double counting with
the fixed-order), and the third one is the resummation of
small-x contributions, again minus its expansion. Note
that not all partonic channels contribute to all terms
in (2). For instance, the qg contribution is power-
suppressed at threshold but it does exhibit logarithmic
enhancement at small x.
Our result brings together the highest possible accu-

racy in all three contributions. The fixed-order piece is
N3LO [18–22], supplemented with the correct small-x be-
havior, as implemented in the public code ggHiggs [49,
85, 91]. Threshold-enhanced contributions are accounted
for to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic accu-
racy (N3LL) in the  -soft scheme, as implemented in
the public code TROLL [45, 49]. Finally, for high-energy
resummation we consider the resummation of the lead-
ing non-vanishing tower of logarithms (here LLx) to the
coe�cient functions [62, 83], which we have now imple-
mented in the code HELL [86, 87]. The technical details of
the implementation will be presented elsewhere [92]. Our
calculation keeps finite top-mass e↵ects where possible.
In particular, in the fixed-order part they are included

• effect of small x resummation on gg➙H cross section for LHC, HE-LHC, FCC 

• significant impact, especially at ultra low x values probed at FCC

arXiv:1802.07758, 1805.08785

impact on pp phenomenlogy

(see also recent work on forward Higgs production, arXiv:2011.03193; other processes in progress)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.07758
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.08785
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03193
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arXiv:1710.05935

the role of future ep colliders

FL

F2

• very large sensitivity and discriminatory power to pin down details of 
small x QCD dynamics

• measurement of FL has a significant role to play, arXiv:1802.04317

The role of the longitudinal structure function

The HERA data are reduced cross sections, given by

�r,NC = F2(x, Q
2) �

y
2

1 + (1 � y)2
FL(x, Q

2) y =
Q

2

x s

in terms of the structure functions F2, FL

The turnover can be explained by a larger FL, contributing mostly at small x

The other option, a turnover in F2, seems unlikely (requires peculiar PDF shape)

Note that FL = O(↵s), and it is gluon dominated

It plays a key role in DIS at small x

) having good measurements of FL is very important!
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Figure 4.10: Upper plots: the distribution of pre-fit and post-fit values of �
2
/ndat for the Nexp = 500

sets of generated LHeC pseudodata. We compare the results of the profiling of the LHeC pseudodata
based on DGLAP calculations in the entire range of x (left) with those where the pseudodata is based
on the saturation model in the region x < 10�4 (right plot). Bottom plot: comparison of the post-fit
�

2
/ndat distributions between these two scenarios for the pseudodata generation.

From this comparison we can observe that for the case where the pseudodata is generated using2010

a consistent DGLAP framework (PDF4LHC15) as the one adopted for the theory calculations2011

used in the fit, as expected the agreement is already good at the pre-fit level, and it is further2012

improved at the post-fit level. However the situation is rather di↵erent in the case where a2013

subset of the LHeC pseudodata is generated using a saturation model: at the pre-fit level the2014

agreement between theory and pseudodata is poor, with �
2
/ndat ' 7. The situation markedly2015

improves at the post-fit level, where now the �
2
/ndat distributions peaks around 1.3. This result2016

implies that the DGLAP fit manages to absorb most of the di↵erences in theory present in2017

the saturation pseudodata. This said, the DGLAP fit cannot entirely fit away the non-linear2018

corrections: as shown in the lower plot of Fig. 4.10, even at the post-fit level one can still tell2019

apart the �
2
/ndat distributions between the two cases, with the DGLAP (saturation) pseudodata2020

peaking at around 0.9 (1.3). This comparison highlights that it is not possible for the DGLAP2021

fit to completely absorb the saturation e↵ects into a PDF redefinition.2022

In order to identify the origin of the worse agreement between theory predictions and LHeC2023

pseudodata in the saturation case, it is illustrative to take a closer look at the pulls defined as2024

P (x, Q
2) =

Ffit(x, Q
2) � Fdat(x, Q

2)

�expF(x, Q2)
, (4.5)

where Ffit is the central value of the profiled results for the observable F (in this case the reduced2025

neutral current DIS cross section), Fdat is the corresponding central value of the pseudodata,2026

and �expF represents the associated total experimental uncertainty. In Fig. 4.11 we display the2027

pulls between the post-fit prediction and the central value of the LHeC pseudodata for di↵erent2028
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Figure 4.11: The pulls between the central value of the LHeC pseudodata and post-fit prediction,
Eq. (4.5), for four di↵erent bins in Q

2. We compare the results of the profiling where the LHeC pseudo-
data has been generated using a consistent DGLAP theory with that partially based on the saturation
calculations.

in Q
2 for the two cases. The lack of a su�ciently large lever arm in Q

2 at HERA at small x2543

could explain in part why both frameworks are able to describe the same structure function2544

measurements at the qualitative level. Furthermore, we find that amplifying the significance2545

of these subtle e↵ects can be achieved by monitoring the �
2 behaviour in the Q

2 bins more2546

a↵ected by the saturation corrections. The reason is that the total �
2, such as that reported2547

in Fig. 4.10, is somewhat less informative since the deviations at small-Q are washed out by2548

the good agreement between theory and pseudodata in the rest of the kinematical range of the2549

LHeC summarised in Figs. 3.4 and 4.9.2550

To conclude this analysis, in Fig. 4.12 we display the comparison between the PDF4LHC152551

baseline with the results of the PDF profiling of the LHeC pseudodata for the gluon (left) and2552

quark singlet (right) for Q = 10 GeV. We show the cases where the pseudodata is generated2553

using DGLAP calculations and where it is partially based on the GBW saturation model (for2554

x ⇠< 10�4). We find that the distortion induced by the mismatch between theory and pseudodata2555

in the saturation case is typically larger than the PDF uncertainties expected once the LHeC2556

constraints are taken into account. While of course in a realistic situation such a comparison2557

would not be possible, the results of Fig. 4.12 show that saturation-induced e↵ects are expected2558

to be larger than the typical PDF errors in the LHeC era, and thus that it should be possible to2559

tell them apart using for example tools such as the pull analysis of Fig. 4.11 or other statistical2560

methods.2561

Summary2562

Here we have assessed the feasibility of disentangling DGLAP evolution from non-linear e↵ects at2563

the LHeC. By means of a QCD analysis where LHeC pseudodata is generated using a saturation2564

model, we have demonstrated that the LHeC should be possible to identify non-linear e↵ects2565

with large statistical significance, provided their size is the one predicted by current calculations2566

86

• inspect PULLS to highlight origin of worse agreement: in saturation case (fitted with DGLAP), 
theory wants to overshoot data at smallest x, and undershoot at higher x

• while a different x dependence might be absorbed into PDFs at scale Q0, this is not 

possible with a Q2 dependence – large Q2 lever arm crucial
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Eq. (4.5), for four di↵erent bins in Q

2. We compare the results of the profiling where the LHeC pseudo-
data has been generated using a consistent DGLAP theory with that partially based on the saturation
calculations.
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using DGLAP calculations and where it is partially based on the GBW saturation model (for2554

x ⇠< 10�4). We find that the distortion induced by the mismatch between theory and pseudodata2555

in the saturation case is typically larger than the PDF uncertainties expected once the LHeC2556

constraints are taken into account. While of course in a realistic situation such a comparison2557

would not be possible, the results of Fig. 4.12 show that saturation-induced e↵ects are expected2558

to be larger than the typical PDF errors in the LHeC era, and thus that it should be possible to2559

tell them apart using for example tools such as the pull analysis of Fig. 4.11 or other statistical2560

methods.2561

Summary2562

Here we have assessed the feasibility of disentangling DGLAP evolution from non-linear e↵ects at2563

the LHeC. By means of a QCD analysis where LHeC pseudodata is generated using a saturation2564

model, we have demonstrated that the LHeC should be possible to identify non-linear e↵ects2565

with large statistical significance, provided their size is the one predicted by current calculations2566

86

• inspect PULLS to highlight origin of worse agreement: in saturation case (fitted with DGLAP), 
theory wants to overshoot data at smallest x, and undershoot at higher x

• while a different x dependence might be absorbed into PDFs at scale Q0, this is not 

possible with a Q2 dependence – large Q2 lever arm crucial

• QCD DGLAP fits cannot absorb all 
effects of saturation

• possible to identify saturation by 
distortions in pulls ➙ DGLAP fits cannot 
absorb a non-DGLAP Q2 dependence

arXiv:2007.14491

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
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nuclear pdfs at LHeC and FCCeh

Nuclear PDFs at LHeC/FCCeh

N Armesto, FCC Physics Week 1/2018

1509.00792

present 
status à
on xg
Pb/p

LHeC: Full error, Δχ2 =1.  EPPS Δχ2 =52

gluon

valence
sea

Unique nuclear/HI physics programme
Extension of fixed target range by 10 3-4

QCD of QGP, de-confinement, saturation..
nPDFs independent of p PDFs

High 
luminosity
~ 10 33 

enables
high statistics
in short
eA runs
cf J Jowett et al

LHeC: ΔΧ2=1, EPPS ΔΧ2=52

• unique nuclear/HI physics programme
arXiv:2007.14491

present status on xg Pb/p

arXiv:1612.05741 
• extension of fixed 

target range by 
×103 – 104

• parton structure of 
nuclei, independent 
of proton pdfs

• QCD of QGP
• saturation
• …

← EIC acceptance limit

← FT DIS data limit

M Klein
Ri = nuclear modification factor to free nucleon pdf

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
https://arxiv.org/abs/1612.05741
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precision electroweak physics

8FCC Physics Workshop 2020, CERN Daniel Britzger – EW physics at FCC-eh

Electroweak physics in inclusive DIS

Neutral-current (NC) Charged-current (CC)

Future e±p DIS experiments   (t-channel)

● neutral- and charged-current exchange 
● measurements up to TeV scale and beyond
● Luminosity >1000 times higher than HERA
● CC: mediated by W-boson
● NC: Z-exchange important at high scales

LHeC & FCC-eh
arXiv:2007.14491

𝝲/Z , W

e, ν polarised e– p  cross section

- Christian Schwanenberger -Physics with FCC-eh 4th FCC Physics & Experiments Workshop 16

EWKElectroweak Fermion Couplings

arXiv:2007.11799

u

9FCC Physics Workshop 2020, CERN Daniel Britzger – EW physics at FCC-eh

Electroweak physics in inclusive DIS
Inclusive DIS (neutral-current)

On-shell scheme

Z-exchange normalisation

NC couplings

NC couplings:

on-shell scheme:

independent SM parameters: 𝝰, MZ, MW + pdfs
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NC light quark couplings

4 coupling parameters determined together with pdfs

17FCC Physics Workshop 2020, CERN Daniel Britzger – EW physics at FCC-eh

Light quark NC couplings

4 coupling parameter are determined together PDFs

● LHeC already improves by more than an order of magnitude
● FCC-eh with per-mille precision 
● u-type and d-type can be separated – no sign ambiguity as in Z-pole data due to γZ terms

17FCC Physics Workshop 2020, CERN Daniel Britzger – EW physics at FCC-eh

Light quark NC couplings

4 coupling parameter are determined together PDFs

● LHeC already improves by more than an order of magnitude
● FCC-eh with per-mille precision 
● u-type and d-type can be separated – no sign ambiguity as in Z-pole data due to γZ terms

Here it is!

- Christian Schwanenberger -Physics with FCC-eh 4th FCC Physics & Experiments Workshop 16

EWKElectroweak Fermion Couplings

arXiv:2007.11799

u

(LHeC improves constraints by more than 
order of magnitude; FCC-eh to per-mille
level)

FCC WS Nov 2020 
arXiv:2007.11799

sensitive to variety of BSM scenarios, EG. Z’, leptoquarks, RPV SUSY, …

https://indico.cern.ch/event/932973/timetable/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.11799
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MW and sin2θW

• MW: most precise determination 
from a single experiment

• complementary to direct measurements
12FCC Physics Workshop 2020, CERN Daniel Britzger – EW physics at FCC-eh

Expectations: m
W
 + PDF

Determine W-boson mass together with proton-PDFs

● FCC-eh with L ~ 1ab-1

   (includes PDF uncertainty of about ±3.6 MeV)

● Future DIS possibilities
● LHeC (Ee=50GeV): ΔmW = ± 8 MeV

● LHeC (Ee=60GeV): ΔmW = ± 6 MeV

● FCC-eh + LHeC: ΔmW = ± 3.6 MeV

● Indirect determination of mW

● Complementary to 'direct' measurements

→ Consistency test of EW Standard Model
● Smallest uncertainties from a single experiment

Δm
W
 = ± 4.5 MeV

FCC WS Nov 2020 
arXiv:2007.11799

13FCC Physics Workshop 2020, CERN Daniel Britzger – EW physics at FCC-eh

The weak mixing angle

Weak mixing angle 

● sin²θw in neutral-current vector couplings (only)

sin2θW + PDF  fit

● Comparison to Z-pole data 
● At future DIS facilities:

Most precise single measurement possible

● Note: need theory to map sin²θW to effective 

leptonic weak mixing angle

Δsin²θ
w
 (FCC-eh)  =  ±0.00011

=  ±0.00010
(exp)

  ±0.00004
(PDF)

 Δsin²θ
w
 (LHeC-50)  =  ±0.00021 

 Δsin²θ
w
 (LHeC-50)  =  ±0.00015

 Δsin²θ
w
 (FCC-eh+LHeC) =  ±0.000086

pdf+EW fits

• sin2θW: potential for most precise 
measurement from single experiment

• can also test SM-prediction of scale dependence 
across wide range of scale to 𝓞(0.1%) precision 

± 8 
± 6 

± 4.5
± 3.6

± 12

𝝙MW [MeV] 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/932973/timetable/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.11799


is the most conservative and shown here. Compared to CT10 and CT14, a reduction in PDF
uncertainty of about a factor of two is obtained in this case.

The LHeC sample can be collected in about three years, synchronously with the HL-LHC op-
eration. In this configuration, the neutral- and charged-current DIS samples are su�cient to
disentangle the first (d, u) and second (s, c) generation parton densities without ambiguity, and
reduce the PDF uncertainty below 2 MeV, a factor 5–6 compared to present knowledge. Also
in this case the mW measurement will benefit from the large W boson samples collected at the
LHC, and from the combination of the central and forward categories. In this context, PDF
uncertainties would be sub-leading even with 1 fb�1 of low pile-up LHC data.

Parameter Unit ATLAS (Ref. [431]) HL-LHC projection

CT10 CT14 HL-LHC LHeC LHeC

Centre-of-mass energy,
p

s TeV 7 14 14 14 14
Int. luminosity, L fb�1 5 1 1 1 1
Acceptance |⌘| < 2.4 |⌘| < 2.4 |⌘| < 2.4 |⌘| < 2.4 |⌘| < 4

Statistical uncert. MeV ± 7 ± 5 ± 4.5 ± 4.5 ± 3.7
PDF uncert. MeV ± 9 ± 12 ± 5.8 ± 2.2 ± 1.6
Other syst. uncert. MeV ± 13 - - -

Total uncert. �mW MeV ± 19 13 7.3 5.0 4.1

Table 9.2: Measurement uncertainty of the W -boson mass at the HL-LHC for di↵erent PDF sets (CT14,
HL-LHC PDF and LHeC PDF) and lepton acceptance regions in comparison with a measurement by
ATLAS [431]. The HL-LHC projections are obtained from a combined fit to the simulated p

`

T and mT

distributions.

CT10 CT14 MMHT2014 HL-LHC LHeC
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Figure 9.2: Measurement uncertainty of mW at the HL-LHC with 200 pb�1 (dark blue) and 1 fb�1

(pink) of collected low pile-up data for di↵erent present and future PDF sets. The green area indicates
the PDF uncertainty from those sets alone. The projections are obtained from a combined fit to the
simulated p

`

T and mT distributions in the acceptance |⌘| < 4.

.
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empowering the LHC: EWParameter Unit ATLAS (Ref. [433]) HL-LHC projection

MMHT2014 CT14 HL-LHC PDF LHeCPDF

Centre-of-mass energy,
p

s TeV 8 14 14 14
Int. luminosity, L fb�1 20 3000 3000 3000

Experimental uncert. 10�5 ± 23 ± 9 ± 7 ± 7
PDF uncert. 10�5 ± 24 ± 16 ± 13 ± 3
Other syst. uncert. 10�5 ± 13 – – –

Total uncert., � sin2
✓W 10�5 ± 36 ± 18 ± 15 ± 8

Table 9.1: The breakdown of uncertainties of sin2
✓W from the ATLAS preliminary results at

p
s = 8TeV

with 20 fb�1 [433] is compared to the projected measurements with 3000 fb�1 of data at
p

s = 14 TeV
for two PDF sets considered in this note. All uncertainties are given in units of 10�5. Other sources of
systematic uncertainties, such as the impact of the MC statistical uncertainty, evaluated in Ref. [433] are
not considered in the HL-LHC prospect analysis.

eff
lθ2sin

0.23 0.231 0.232
 0.00008±0.23153 HL-LHC ATLAS PDFLHeC: 14 TeV

 0.00015±0.23153 : 14 TeVHL-LHCHL-LHC ATLAS PDF4LHC15

 0.00018±0.23153 HL-LHC ATLAS CT14: 14 TeV

 0.00036±0.23140 ATLAS Preliminary: 8 TeV

 0.00120±0.23080 ATLAS: 7 TeV

 0.00053±0.23101 CMS: 8 TeV

 0.00106±0.23142 LHCb: 7+8 TeV

 0.00033±0.23148 Tevatron

 0.00026±0.23098 lSLD: A

 0.00029±0.23221 0,b
FBLEP-1 and SLD: A

 0.00016±0.23152 LEP-1 and SLD: Z-pole average
ATLAS Simulation Preliminary

Figure 9.1: Comparison of measurements or combinations of sin2
✓

`

e↵ with the world average value
(orange band) and the projected uncertainties of measurements at the HL-LHC. For the HL-LHC the
central values are set to the world average value and uncertainties are displayed for di↵erent assumptions
of the available PDF sets, similar to Tab. 9.1.

9.1.2 The W -boson mass5665

This section summarises a study describing prospects for the measurement of mW with the5666

upgraded ATLAS detector, using low pile-up data collected during the HL-LHC period [708].5667

Similar features and performance are expected for CMS.5668

Proton-proton collision data at low pile-up are of large interest for W boson physics, as the low5669

detector occupancy allows an optimal reconstruction of missing transverse momentum, and the5670

W production cross section is large enough to achieve small statistical uncertainties in a moderate5671

running time. At
p

s = 14 TeV and for an instantaneous luminosity of L ⇠ 5 ⇥ 1032 cm�2s�1,5672

corresponding to two collisions per bunch crossing on average at the LHC, about ⇥107 W boson5673

events can be collected in one month. Such a sample provides a statistical sensitivity at the5674

permille level for cross section measurements, at the percent level for measurements of the W5675

boson transverse momentum distribution, and below 4 MeV for a measurement of mW .5676

Additional potential is provided by the upgraded tracking detector, the ITk, which extends the5677

206

± 0.00009 (exp) ± 0.00016 (pdf) 
± 0.00007 (exp) ± 0.00013 (pdf)
± 0.00007 (exp) ± 0.00003 (pdf) 

MW

sin2θW

pdf uncertainty

pdf uncertainty
with LHeC pdfs: pdf uncertainty becomes sub-dominant!

arXiv:2007.14491
arXiv:1902.04070

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.04070


Higgs at ep vs ee

- Christian Schwanenberger -Physics with FCC-eh 4th FCC Physics & Experiments Workshop 32

➞ complementarity of colliders

HiggsHiggs Couplings (κ-framework)

FCC-eh
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Fig. 3: Cross section as a function of centre-of-mass energy
for the main Higgs production processes at an e+e� collider
for a Higgs mass of mH = 126GeV. The values shown cor-
respond to unpolarised beams and do not include the effect
of beamstrahlung.

sections and integrated luminosities for the three stages are
summarised in Table 1.

3 Overview of Higgs Production at CLIC

A high-energy e+e� collider such as CLIC provides an ex-
perimental environment that allows the study of Higgs bo-
son properties with high precision. The evolution of the leading-
order e+e� Higgs production cross sections with centre-of-
mass energy, as computed using the WHIZARD 1.95 [20]
program, is shown in Figure 3 for a Higgs boson mass of
126GeV [21].

The Feynman diagrams for the three highest cross section
Higgs production processes at CLIC are shown in Figure 4.
At

p
s⇡ 350GeV, the Higgsstrahlung process (e+e�!ZH)

has the largest cross section, but the WW-fusion process
(e+e� ! Hnene ) is also significant. The combined study
of these two processes probes the Higgs boson properties
(width and branching ratios) in a model-independent man-
ner. In the higher energy stages of CLIC operation (

p
s =

1.4TeV and 3TeV), Higgs production is dominated by the
WW-fusion process, with the ZZ-fusion process (e+e� !
He+e�) also becoming significant. Here the increased WW-
fusion cross section, combined with the high luminosity of

measurements of top quark properties as a probe for BSM physics, and
the next stage at 1.5 TeV, has recently been adopted and will be used
for future studies [19].

CLIC, results in large data samples, allowing precise O(1%)
measurements of the couplings of the Higgs boson to both
fermions and gauge bosons. In addition to the main Higgs
production channels, rarer processes such as e+e� ! ttH
and e+e� ! HHnene , provide access to the top Yukawa
coupling and the Higgs trilinear self-coupling. Feynman dia-
grams for these processes are shown in Figure 5. In all cases,
the Higgs production cross sections can be increased with
polarised electron (and positron) beams as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.
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Fig. 4: Leading-order Feynman diagrams of the highest
cross section Higgs production processes at CLIC; Hig-
gsstrahlung (a), WW-fusion (b) and ZZ-fusion (c).
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Fig. 5: Feynman diagrams of the leading-order processes at
CLIC involving (a) the top Yukawa coupling gHtt , and (b)
the Higgs boson trilinear self-coupling l .

Table 1 lists the expected numbers of ZH, Hnene and He+e�

events for the three main CLIC centre-of-mass energy stages.
These numbers account for the effect of beamstrahlung and
initial state radiation (ISR), which result in a tail in the dis-
tribution of the effective centre-of-mass energy

p
s0. The im-

pact of beamstrahlung on the expected numbers of events is
mostly small. For example, it results in an approximately
10% reduction in the numbers of Hnene events at

p
s >
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Higgs in ep and pp

Process �H [pb] ��scales ��PDF+↵s

HL-LHC PDF LHeC PDF

Gluon-fusion 54.7 5.4% 3.1 % 0.4 %
Vector-boson-fusion 4.3 2.1 % 0.4 % 0.3 %
pp ! WH 1.5 0.5 % 1.4 % 0.2%
pp ! ZH 1.0 3.5 % 1.9 % 0.3%
pp ! tt̄H 0.6 7.5 % 3.5 % 0.4%

Table 9.4: Predictions for Higgs boson production cross sections at the HL-LHC at
p

s = 14 TeV and
its associated relative uncertainties from scale variations and two PDF projections, HL-LHC and LHeC
PDFs, ��. The PDF uncertainties include uncertainties of ↵s.
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Figure 9.5: Cross sections of Higgs production calculated to N3LO using the iHix program [723] for existing
PDF parameterisation sets (left side) and for the LHeC PDFs (right side). The widths of the areas correspond
to the uncertainties as quoted by the various sets, having rescaled the CT14 uncertainties from 90 to 68% C.L.
Results (left) are included also for di↵erent values of the strong coupling constant ↵s(M

2
Z), from 0.114 to 0.120.

The inner LHeC uncertainty band (red) includes the expected systematic uncertainty due to the PDFs while the
outer box illustrates the expected uncertainty resulting from the determination of ↵s with the LHeC.

9.2.2 Higgs Couplings from a simultaneous analysis of pp and ep collision
data

The LHC data collected during the Runs I and II have provided a first exploration of the
properties of the Higgs boson. The so-called  framework [724] – which allows modifications
of the SM-like couplings of the Higgs boson to each SM particle i, parameterised by coupling
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Figure 9.7: Uncertainty of the determination of the scale factor  in the determination of the Higgs
couplings, in per cent. Zoom of Fig. 9.6 into the six most frequent H decay channels. Results are given of
the combined HL-LHC + LHeC  fit (dark blue) and of the HL-LHC (blue) and LHeC (gold) stand-alone
fits. There is no accurate measurement expected of c at the LHC.

explained at the beginning of this section, the LHeC measurements also bring the possibility
of setting sensible constraints on the Higgs interactions with charm quarks, with a precision of
roughly 4%. The HL-LHC measurements, in turn, fill some of the gaps in the fit at the LHeC,
where there is little sensitivity to the couplings involved in rare Higgs decays, e.g. H ! µµ and
H ! Z�. This makes apparent the complementarity between the measurements at ep and pp

machines, with the former leading in terms of precision in the largest Higgs couplings, while the
high-luminosity of the latter brings sensitivity to the smaller interactions.

Finally, as mentioned at the beginning, we did not include in this combined ep+pp fit the
projections for top Yukawa interactions at the LHeC from Section 7.5, as these were not derived
in a global setup, but rather setting all other interactions involved in t̄H⌫e product to their SM
values. However, the main uncertainty from the other  parameters is expected to come from
the W and b couplings, W and b, which are determined with an overall precision of ⇠ 0.8%
and 2%. Therefore one expects the LHeC result, �t ⇠ 17% for L = 1 ab�1, to be minimally
a↵ected. This number is to be compared with the HL-LHC projection of ⇠ 4%, which is expected
to dominate in a combined result.

9.3 Further precision SM measurements at the HL-LHC

The LHeC measurements and the results from their phenomenological interpretations will have
an important impact on many areas of the HL-LHC physics programme. This goes far beyond
the precision electroweak and the Higgs physics, as discussed at hand of dedicated analyses in
the previous sections, and BSM or eA physics as discussed in the subsequent sections. In this
section a few further selected topics of the Standard Model (SM) physics programme at the LHC
and HL-LHC are discussed, where substantial improvements due to the LHeC can be expected.

In general, two distinct aspects can be considered for any SM measurement in that respect 3:

3In some cases, a model- or physics parameter is directly extracted from the experiment data and the two
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Figure 3: Precision electroweak and strong interaction coupling determinations with the LHeC. Left: Total experimental
uncertainty of the vector and axial-vector NC down-quark couplings from the LHeC (red ellipse) compared to present determi-
nations from HERA, Tevatron and LEP; Right: Extrapolation of the coupling constants (1/�) within SUSY (CMSSM40.2.5) [4]
to the Planck scale. The width of the red line is the uncertainty of the world average of �s, which is dominated by the lattice
QCD calculation chosen for the PDG average. The black band is the LHeC projected experimental uncertainty [1].

LHeC �s measurement is not just a single experiment but represents a whole programme, which renews
the physics of DIS and revisits the scale uncertainties in pQCD at the next-to-next-to-next-to leading order
level. The LHeC itself provides the necessary basis for such a programme, mainly with a complete set of
high precision PDF measurements, including for example the prospect to measure the charm mass to 3MeV
as compared to 30MeV at HERA (from F cc

2 ), and with the identification of the limits of applicability of
DGLAP QCD by discovering or rejecting saturation of the gluon density.

3.3 Low x Physics

The parton densities extracted from HERA data exhibit a strong rise towards low x at fixed Q2. The
low x regime of proton structure is a largely unexplored territory whose dynamics are those of a densely
packed, gluon dominated, partonic system. It o�ers unique insights into the gluon field which confines quarks
within hadrons and is responsible for the generation of most of the mass of hadrons. Understanding low x
proton structure is also important for the precision study of cosmic ray air showers and ultra-high energy
neutrinos and may be related to the string theory of gravity. The most pressing issue in low x physics is
the need for a mechanism to tame the growth of the partons, which, from very general considerations, is
expected to be modified in the region of LHeC sensitivity. There is a wide, though non-universal, consensus,
that non-linear contributions to parton evolution (for example via gluon recombinations gg � g) eventually
become relevant and the parton densities ‘saturate’. The LHeC o�ers the unique possibility of observing
these non-perturbative dynamics at su⇤ciently large Q2 values for weak coupling theoretical methods to
be applied, suggesting the exciting possibility of a parton-level understanding of the collective properties of
QCD. A two-pronged approach to mapping out the newly accessed LHeC low x region is proposed in [1].
On the one hand, the density of partons can be increased by overlapping many nucleons in eA scattering
(see next section). On the other hand, the density of a single nucleon source can be increased by probing at
lower x in ep scattering. Many observables are considered in [1], from which two illustrative examples are
chosen here.

10

combined ep+pp at LHC reaches below 1% for dominant channels
ep adds charm

analysis in EFT framework in progress

SM Higgs couplings from pp and ep
(κ framework, arXiv:1307.1347; SM couplings modified by factor κi ≡ gHi/gHiSM)
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heavy	neutral	leptons	(or	sterile	neutrinos)	that	mix	with	the	electron	flavour,	dark	photons	below	
the	di-muon	threshold,	which	are	notoriously	difficult	to	detect	in	other	experiments,	long-lived	
new	particles	in	general	or	new	physics	scenarios	with	a	compressed	mass	spectrum,	such	as	SUSY	
electrowikinos,	and	heavy	scalar	resonances	with	masses	around	and	below	500	GeV,	which	may	
exist	but	literally	be	buried	in	“hadronic	noise”	at	the	LHC.	
	
Joint	hh+eh	Physics	and	the	Higgs	at	the	LH(e)C	
The	HL-LHC	may	discover	new	physics,	perhaps	as	an	onset	of	Contact	Interactions	for	which	high-
x	parton	distributions	have	to	be	known	independently	and	reliably.	It	will	surely	become	a	facility	
for	 high	 precision	 QCD	 and	 electroweak	 measurements.	 Both	 for	 the	 interpretation	 of	 new	
phenomena,	including	a	substantial	extension	of	the	search	range	(from	typically	50	TeV	to	80	TeV	
for	contact	interactions	enabled	by	ep),	and	for	exploiting	the	measurement	potential,	of	e.g.	the	
W	boson	mass	or	the	weak	mixing	angle,	the	LHeC	QCD	and	PDF	input	is	indispensable.	A	special	
chapter	of	the	updated	CDR	presents	initial	studies	of	the	interrelation	of	ep	and	pp,	discussing	
also	the	relation	of	eA	with	heavy	ion	physics	at	the	LHC.		

	
Figure	1:	Results	of	prospect	evaluations	of	the	determination	of	Higgs	couplings	in	the	SM	kappa	
framework	for	HL-LHC	(dark	blue),	HL-LHC	with	LHeC	combined	(p+e,	light	blue),	ILC	250	(light	

green)	and	ILC	500	(dark	green).	
	

The	production	cross	section	of	the	Higgs	boson	in	charged	current	ep	collisions	at	the	LHeC	is	
about	200	fb.	The	anticipated	peak	luminosity	of	1034	cm-2s-1	and	a	lifetime	of	about	a	decade	of	
operation	may	deliver	about	an	ab-1	of	data	which	provides	O(105)	Higgs	bosons.	The	clean	final	
state,	the	unique	distinction	of	ZZH	and	WWH	production	and	a	well-controlled	theory	enable	per	
cent	level	ep	measurements	of	the	Higgs	boson	couplings	in	the	dominant	decay	channels,	mostly	
complementary	to	those	in	pp.	The	HL-LHC	and	LHeC	prospects	have	been	analysed	jointly.	They	
are	presented	in	Figure	1	for	the	seven	most	abundant	Higgs	decay	channels,	representing	99.8%	
of	the	total	SM	decay	width.	The	substantial	improvement	of	the	HL-LHC	prospects	by	the	addition	
of	ep	is	evident.	It	leads	to	O(1)%	precision	for	all	these	couplings,	with	3-4%	for	charm	which	is	
likely	not	accessible	at	the	LHC.	These	results	are	comparable	to	those	envisaged	for	ILC	250	which	
assumes	2ab-1	and	polarised	e-	and	e+	beams	[1710.07621],	albeit	less	precise	than	the	expectation	
for	ILC	500	(with	4	ab-1)	as	is	also	shown	in	Figure	1.	A	detailed	Higgs	prospect	analysis	is	available	
in	[1905.03764].	
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Fig. 6.3 FCC-ee measurement uncertainties in the left and right cou-
pling of the top to the Z (left) and to the photon (right) displayed as an
ellipse. In the left plot the SM value at (0,0) is compared to predicted

deviations from various composite Higgs model for f ≤ 1.6 TeV. The
4DCHMM [166] benchmark point A is represented with a cyan marker

Fig. 6.4 Summary of 95% C.L. limits in the search for FCNC in top production or decays for various future collider options, compared to current
LHC limits. The study of the top FCNC decays reach at e+e− linear colliders was recently presented in Ref. [167]

FCNC couplings from single top quark production and from top quark decays, and their sensitivity will greatly increase at the
HL-LHC. The FCC-ee can perform a search for FCNC in top decay using the 2 ab−1 collected above the top pair production
threshold. It can also profit from studying the anomalous single top production process with the 5 ab−1 at

√
s = 240 GeV.

The sensitivity of the FCC-ee to the quark FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c) has been studied in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq̄
(t̄q) channel, with a leptonic decay of the W boson. These preliminary analyses show that the FCC-ee can reach a sensitivity
for BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) of about 10−5, which is slightly below the sensitivity of HL-LHC, see Fig.6.4. More
optimised studies are expected in the future. It is therefore expected that FCC-ee could confirm and help characterise a top
FCNC decay signature (e.g. distinguish q = u from q = c), should this be detected at the HL-LHC.

6.3 FCC-hh

The production rate of top quark pairs at FCC-hh is ∼35 nb (Table 6.1), over 30 times larger than at the LHC. This leads
to ∼1012 top quarks produced during FCC-hh operation, to be used to explore the top properties via both its production
and decay features. As discussed in the case of EW and Higgs production, the extended kinematic reach of top quarks leads
to sensitivity to EFT operators [168] describing possible deviations from the EW and QCD top couplings, complementary
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Collider (FCC-ee) [45–54] which all plan to collect large amount of 
data and provide high precision measurements.

In Refs. [55,56], an analysis has been performed to probe the 
sensitivity of a future e−e+ collider to top quark FCNC to the pho-
ton and a Z boson in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq (tq) channel. This 
analysis has been done at the center-of-mass energies of 500 GeV 
and 800 GeV with the integrated luminosity of up to 1 ab−1 with-
out including the effects of parton showering, hadronization, and 
decay of unstable particles. However, the analysis considers cases 
with and without the beam polarization to estimate the sensitivity 
to tqγ and tqZ FCNC couplings.

The future large scale circular Electron–Positron collider (FCC-
ee) would be one of the high-precision and high-luminosity ma-
chines which will be able to perform precise measurements on the 
Higgs boson, top-quark, Z and W bosons [45,57]. Due to the ex-
pected large amount of data and large production rates, FCC-ee 
can provide an excellent opportunity for precise studies, in par-
ticular in the top quark sector. FCC-ee is designed to be work-
ing at the center-of-mass energy up to the tt̄ threshold mass, 
i.e. 

√
s = 350 GeV. The goal is to reach to a luminosity of L =

1.3 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 [45,57].
In this paper, our aim is to study the anomalous FCNC top cou-

plings, tqγ and tqZ , via single top quark production in the FCC-ee 
at two different center-of-mass energies of 240 GeV and 350 GeV. 
The final state consists of a top quark in association with a light-
quark. We consider the leptonic decay of the W boson in top quark 
decay, (t → W b → ℓνℓb, where ℓ = e, µ). In the analysis, we take 
into account parton shower, hadronization and decays of unstable 
particles as well as the detector effects. We present upper limits 
on the branching ratios at 95% C.L in terms of the integrated lu-
minosity. Finally, the results are compared with the present and 
future results from the LHC experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the 
theoretical framework which describes the top quark FCNC cou-
plings to a photon and a Z boson. The Monte Carlo event gener-
ation, detector simulation and signal separation from backgrounds 
are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of the sen-
sitivity estimation are presented. Finally, Section 5 includes our 
summary and conclusions.

2. Theoretical formalism

The anomalous FCNC couplings of a top quark with a photon 
and a Z boson can be written in a model independent way using 
an effective Lagrangian approach. The lowest order terms describ-
ing tqγ and tqZ couplings have the following form [4,21,23,56,
58–62]:

Leff =
∑

q=u,c

[
eλtqt̄(λv − λaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Aµ

+ gW

2cW
κtqt̄(κ v − κaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Zµ

+ gW

2cW
Xtq t̄γµ(xL P L + xR P R)q Zµ

]
+ h.c. ,

(2)

where λtq , κtq and Xtq are dimensionless real parameters that de-
note the strength of the anomalous FCNC couplings. In the above 
effective Lagrangian, the chirality parameters are normalized to 
|λa|2 + |λv |2 = |xL |2 + |xR |2 = |κ v |2 + |κa|2 = 1 and P L,R are the 
left- and right-handed projection operators, P L,R = 1

2 (1 ∓ γ 5). The 
anomalous FCNC interactions tqγ and tqZ lead to production of 
a top quark in association with a light quark in Electron–Positron 
collisions. The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Fig. 1
including the subsequent leptonic decay of the W boson in the 

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagram for production of a top in association with a light 
quark due to the anomalous couplings tqγ and tqZ in Electron–Positron collisions.

Table 1
Cross-sections (in fb) of σ (e− + e+ → tū + tc̄ +
t̄u + t̄c) × Br(t → W b → lνb) with ℓ = e, µ for 
three signal scenarios, tqγ , tqZ (vector–tensor) 
before applying any cut.

√
s 240 GeV 350 GeV

FCNC coupling σ (fb) σ (fb)

tqγ 2154(λtq)2 3832(λtq)2

tqZ (σµν ) 1434(κtq)2 2160(κtq)2

tqZ (γµ) 916(Xtq)
2 786(Xtq)

2

Fig. 2. The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the outgoing charged 
lepton with the z-axis for tqγ with different chirality assumptions at the center-of-
mass energy of 240 GeV.

top quark decay. In Table 1, the cross sections of e− + e+ →
tū + tc̄ + t̄u + t̄c including the branching ratio of the top quark 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark, and W boson decays into a 
charged lepton (muon and electron) and a neutrino are presented. 
The cross sections are shown at two different center-of-mass ener-
gies of 240 and 350 GeV. It should be pointed out that the cross 
sections due to photon and Z boson exchange are different and 
depend on the type of FCNC coupling. The contribution of photon 
and Z boson exchange with the σµν coupling increases with the 
energy of the center-of-mass. This is because of the presence of an 
additional momentum factor qν in the effective Lagrangian.

According to the three independent terms of the Lagrangian, 
there are three possible scenarios to produce single top quark plus 
a light quark. In this analysis, all three terms of the Lagrangian are 
investigated independently with the following sets of the chirality 
parameters: λv = 1, λa = 0 for tqγ , for vector like coupling of tqZ : 
xL = xR while for tensor FCNC coupling of tqZ : κ v = 1, κa = 0. 
In case of observing an excess indicating FCNC signal, the angular 
distribution of the outgoing particles can be used to determine the 
chirality of the FCNC couplings. In Fig. 2, the distributions of the 
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
X

q=u,c

✓
ge

2mt

t̄�
µ⌫(�L

q PL + �
R

q PR)qAµ⌫ +
gW

4cW mZ

t̄�
µ⌫(L

q PL + 
R

q PR)qZµ⌫

◆
+ h.c. ,

(5.17)
where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ
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where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �
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q and 
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q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.12: Example graphs for CC DIS top quark production (left) and top quark photoproduction
(right).

others. Testing them is therefore of utmost importance to find out whether there are other
sources of electroweak symmetry breaking that are di↵erent from the standard Higgs mechanism.

One flagship measurement is the direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, i.e.
without making any model assumptions such as on the unitarity of the CKM matrix or the
number of quark generations. An elaborate analysis of the single top quark CC DIS process
at the LHeC including a detailed detector simulation using the DELPHES package [467] shows
that already at 100 fb�1 of integrated luminosity an uncertainty of 1% can be expected. This
compares to a total uncertainty of 4.1 % of the currently most accurate result at the LHC Run-I
performed by the CMS experiment [468].

The same analysis [465] can also be used to search for anomalous left- and right-handed Wtb

vector (fL

1 , f
R

1 ) and tensor (fL

2 , f
R

2 ) couplings analyzing the following e↵ective Lagrangian:

LWtb = � gp
2
b̄�

µ
Vtb(f

L

1 PL � f
R

1 PR)tW�
µ � gp

2
b̄
i�

µ⌫
q⌫

MW

(fL

2 PL � f
R

2 PR)tW�
µ + h.c. (5.15)

In the SM f
L

1 = 1 and f
R

1 = f
L

2 = f
R

2 = 0. The e↵ect of anomalous Wtb couplings is consistently
evaluated in the production and the decay of the antitop quark, cf. Fig. 5.12 (left).5 Using
hadronic top quark decays only, the expected accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as
a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 5.13, derived from expected 95%
C.L. limits on the cross section yields. The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1 %
for the SM f

L

1 coupling determining |Vtb| (as discussed above) and of 4 % for f
L

2 , 9 % for f
R

2 ,
and 14% for f

R

1 at 1 ab�1.

Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx| (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of
deviations from their SM values with very high precision through W boson and bottom (light)
quark associated production channels, where the W boson and b-jet (light jet j = d, s) final
states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange as
outlined in [470]. As an example, analysing the processes

Signal 1: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
b̄ ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b̄

Signal 2: pe
� ! ⌫eW

�
b ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b

Signal 3: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
j ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`j

5Further studies of the top quark charged current coupling can be found in [469]There, a more general frame-
work is employed using the full basis of SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) operators, including the relevant four-fermion ones.
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Fig. 6.3 FCC-ee measurement uncertainties in the left and right cou-
pling of the top to the Z (left) and to the photon (right) displayed as an
ellipse. In the left plot the SM value at (0,0) is compared to predicted

deviations from various composite Higgs model for f ≤ 1.6 TeV. The
4DCHMM [166] benchmark point A is represented with a cyan marker

Fig. 6.4 Summary of 95% C.L. limits in the search for FCNC in top production or decays for various future collider options, compared to current
LHC limits. The study of the top FCNC decays reach at e+e− linear colliders was recently presented in Ref. [167]

FCNC couplings from single top quark production and from top quark decays, and their sensitivity will greatly increase at the
HL-LHC. The FCC-ee can perform a search for FCNC in top decay using the 2 ab−1 collected above the top pair production
threshold. It can also profit from studying the anomalous single top production process with the 5 ab−1 at

√
s = 240 GeV.

The sensitivity of the FCC-ee to the quark FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c) has been studied in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq̄
(t̄q) channel, with a leptonic decay of the W boson. These preliminary analyses show that the FCC-ee can reach a sensitivity
for BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) of about 10−5, which is slightly below the sensitivity of HL-LHC, see Fig.6.4. More
optimised studies are expected in the future. It is therefore expected that FCC-ee could confirm and help characterise a top
FCNC decay signature (e.g. distinguish q = u from q = c), should this be detected at the HL-LHC.

6.3 FCC-hh

The production rate of top quark pairs at FCC-hh is ∼35 nb (Table 6.1), over 30 times larger than at the LHC. This leads
to ∼1012 top quarks produced during FCC-hh operation, to be used to explore the top properties via both its production
and decay features. As discussed in the case of EW and Higgs production, the extended kinematic reach of top quarks leads
to sensitivity to EFT operators [168] describing possible deviations from the EW and QCD top couplings, complementary
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Collider (FCC-ee) [45–54] which all plan to collect large amount of 
data and provide high precision measurements.

In Refs. [55,56], an analysis has been performed to probe the 
sensitivity of a future e−e+ collider to top quark FCNC to the pho-
ton and a Z boson in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq (tq) channel. This 
analysis has been done at the center-of-mass energies of 500 GeV 
and 800 GeV with the integrated luminosity of up to 1 ab−1 with-
out including the effects of parton showering, hadronization, and 
decay of unstable particles. However, the analysis considers cases 
with and without the beam polarization to estimate the sensitivity 
to tqγ and tqZ FCNC couplings.

The future large scale circular Electron–Positron collider (FCC-
ee) would be one of the high-precision and high-luminosity ma-
chines which will be able to perform precise measurements on the 
Higgs boson, top-quark, Z and W bosons [45,57]. Due to the ex-
pected large amount of data and large production rates, FCC-ee 
can provide an excellent opportunity for precise studies, in par-
ticular in the top quark sector. FCC-ee is designed to be work-
ing at the center-of-mass energy up to the tt̄ threshold mass, 
i.e. 

√
s = 350 GeV. The goal is to reach to a luminosity of L =

1.3 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 [45,57].
In this paper, our aim is to study the anomalous FCNC top cou-

plings, tqγ and tqZ , via single top quark production in the FCC-ee 
at two different center-of-mass energies of 240 GeV and 350 GeV. 
The final state consists of a top quark in association with a light-
quark. We consider the leptonic decay of the W boson in top quark 
decay, (t → W b → ℓνℓb, where ℓ = e, µ). In the analysis, we take 
into account parton shower, hadronization and decays of unstable 
particles as well as the detector effects. We present upper limits 
on the branching ratios at 95% C.L in terms of the integrated lu-
minosity. Finally, the results are compared with the present and 
future results from the LHC experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the 
theoretical framework which describes the top quark FCNC cou-
plings to a photon and a Z boson. The Monte Carlo event gener-
ation, detector simulation and signal separation from backgrounds 
are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of the sen-
sitivity estimation are presented. Finally, Section 5 includes our 
summary and conclusions.

2. Theoretical formalism

The anomalous FCNC couplings of a top quark with a photon 
and a Z boson can be written in a model independent way using 
an effective Lagrangian approach. The lowest order terms describ-
ing tqγ and tqZ couplings have the following form [4,21,23,56,
58–62]:

Leff =
∑

q=u,c

[
eλtqt̄(λv − λaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Aµ

+ gW

2cW
κtqt̄(κ v − κaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Zµ

+ gW

2cW
Xtq t̄γµ(xL P L + xR P R)q Zµ

]
+ h.c. ,

(2)

where λtq , κtq and Xtq are dimensionless real parameters that de-
note the strength of the anomalous FCNC couplings. In the above 
effective Lagrangian, the chirality parameters are normalized to 
|λa|2 + |λv |2 = |xL |2 + |xR |2 = |κ v |2 + |κa|2 = 1 and P L,R are the 
left- and right-handed projection operators, P L,R = 1

2 (1 ∓ γ 5). The 
anomalous FCNC interactions tqγ and tqZ lead to production of 
a top quark in association with a light quark in Electron–Positron 
collisions. The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Fig. 1
including the subsequent leptonic decay of the W boson in the 

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagram for production of a top in association with a light 
quark due to the anomalous couplings tqγ and tqZ in Electron–Positron collisions.

Table 1
Cross-sections (in fb) of σ (e− + e+ → tū + tc̄ +
t̄u + t̄c) × Br(t → W b → lνb) with ℓ = e, µ for 
three signal scenarios, tqγ , tqZ (vector–tensor) 
before applying any cut.

√
s 240 GeV 350 GeV

FCNC coupling σ (fb) σ (fb)

tqγ 2154(λtq)2 3832(λtq)2

tqZ (σµν ) 1434(κtq)2 2160(κtq)2

tqZ (γµ) 916(Xtq)
2 786(Xtq)

2

Fig. 2. The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the outgoing charged 
lepton with the z-axis for tqγ with different chirality assumptions at the center-of-
mass energy of 240 GeV.

top quark decay. In Table 1, the cross sections of e− + e+ →
tū + tc̄ + t̄u + t̄c including the branching ratio of the top quark 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark, and W boson decays into a 
charged lepton (muon and electron) and a neutrino are presented. 
The cross sections are shown at two different center-of-mass ener-
gies of 240 and 350 GeV. It should be pointed out that the cross 
sections due to photon and Z boson exchange are different and 
depend on the type of FCNC coupling. The contribution of photon 
and Z boson exchange with the σµν coupling increases with the 
energy of the center-of-mass. This is because of the presence of an 
additional momentum factor qν in the effective Lagrangian.

According to the three independent terms of the Lagrangian, 
there are three possible scenarios to produce single top quark plus 
a light quark. In this analysis, all three terms of the Lagrangian are 
investigated independently with the following sets of the chirality 
parameters: λv = 1, λa = 0 for tqγ , for vector like coupling of tqZ : 
xL = xR while for tensor FCNC coupling of tqZ : κ v = 1, κa = 0. 
In case of observing an excess indicating FCNC signal, the angular 
distribution of the outgoing particles can be used to determine the 
chirality of the FCNC couplings. In Fig. 2, the distributions of the 
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
X

q=u,c

✓
ge

2mt

t̄�
µ⌫(�L

q PL + �
R

q PR)qAµ⌫ +
gW

4cW mZ

t̄�
µ⌫(L

q PL + 
R

q PR)qZµ⌫

◆
+ h.c. ,

(5.17)
where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
X

q=u,c
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(5.17)
where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.12: Example graphs for CC DIS top quark production (left) and top quark photoproduction
(right).

others. Testing them is therefore of utmost importance to find out whether there are other
sources of electroweak symmetry breaking that are di↵erent from the standard Higgs mechanism.

One flagship measurement is the direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, i.e.
without making any model assumptions such as on the unitarity of the CKM matrix or the
number of quark generations. An elaborate analysis of the single top quark CC DIS process
at the LHeC including a detailed detector simulation using the DELPHES package [467] shows
that already at 100 fb�1 of integrated luminosity an uncertainty of 1% can be expected. This
compares to a total uncertainty of 4.1 % of the currently most accurate result at the LHC Run-I
performed by the CMS experiment [468].

The same analysis [465] can also be used to search for anomalous left- and right-handed Wtb

vector (fL

1 , f
R

1 ) and tensor (fL

2 , f
R

2 ) couplings analyzing the following e↵ective Lagrangian:

LWtb = � gp
2
b̄�

µ
Vtb(f

L

1 PL � f
R

1 PR)tW�
µ � gp

2
b̄
i�

µ⌫
q⌫

MW

(fL

2 PL � f
R

2 PR)tW�
µ + h.c. (5.15)

In the SM f
L

1 = 1 and f
R

1 = f
L

2 = f
R

2 = 0. The e↵ect of anomalous Wtb couplings is consistently
evaluated in the production and the decay of the antitop quark, cf. Fig. 5.12 (left).5 Using
hadronic top quark decays only, the expected accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as
a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 5.13, derived from expected 95%
C.L. limits on the cross section yields. The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1 %
for the SM f

L

1 coupling determining |Vtb| (as discussed above) and of 4 % for f
L

2 , 9 % for f
R

2 ,
and 14% for f

R

1 at 1 ab�1.

Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx| (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of
deviations from their SM values with very high precision through W boson and bottom (light)
quark associated production channels, where the W boson and b-jet (light jet j = d, s) final
states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange as
outlined in [470]. As an example, analysing the processes

Signal 1: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
b̄ ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b̄

Signal 2: pe
� ! ⌫eW

�
b ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b

Signal 3: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
j ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`j

5Further studies of the top quark charged current coupling can be found in [469]There, a more general frame-
work is employed using the full basis of SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) operators, including the relevant four-fermion ones.
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Fig. 6.3 FCC-ee measurement uncertainties in the left and right cou-
pling of the top to the Z (left) and to the photon (right) displayed as an
ellipse. In the left plot the SM value at (0,0) is compared to predicted

deviations from various composite Higgs model for f ≤ 1.6 TeV. The
4DCHMM [166] benchmark point A is represented with a cyan marker

Fig. 6.4 Summary of 95% C.L. limits in the search for FCNC in top production or decays for various future collider options, compared to current
LHC limits. The study of the top FCNC decays reach at e+e− linear colliders was recently presented in Ref. [167]

FCNC couplings from single top quark production and from top quark decays, and their sensitivity will greatly increase at the
HL-LHC. The FCC-ee can perform a search for FCNC in top decay using the 2 ab−1 collected above the top pair production
threshold. It can also profit from studying the anomalous single top production process with the 5 ab−1 at

√
s = 240 GeV.

The sensitivity of the FCC-ee to the quark FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c) has been studied in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq̄
(t̄q) channel, with a leptonic decay of the W boson. These preliminary analyses show that the FCC-ee can reach a sensitivity
for BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) of about 10−5, which is slightly below the sensitivity of HL-LHC, see Fig.6.4. More
optimised studies are expected in the future. It is therefore expected that FCC-ee could confirm and help characterise a top
FCNC decay signature (e.g. distinguish q = u from q = c), should this be detected at the HL-LHC.

6.3 FCC-hh

The production rate of top quark pairs at FCC-hh is ∼35 nb (Table 6.1), over 30 times larger than at the LHC. This leads
to ∼1012 top quarks produced during FCC-hh operation, to be used to explore the top properties via both its production
and decay features. As discussed in the case of EW and Higgs production, the extended kinematic reach of top quarks leads
to sensitivity to EFT operators [168] describing possible deviations from the EW and QCD top couplings, complementary
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Collider (FCC-ee) [45–54] which all plan to collect large amount of 
data and provide high precision measurements.

In Refs. [55,56], an analysis has been performed to probe the 
sensitivity of a future e−e+ collider to top quark FCNC to the pho-
ton and a Z boson in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq (tq) channel. This 
analysis has been done at the center-of-mass energies of 500 GeV 
and 800 GeV with the integrated luminosity of up to 1 ab−1 with-
out including the effects of parton showering, hadronization, and 
decay of unstable particles. However, the analysis considers cases 
with and without the beam polarization to estimate the sensitivity 
to tqγ and tqZ FCNC couplings.

The future large scale circular Electron–Positron collider (FCC-
ee) would be one of the high-precision and high-luminosity ma-
chines which will be able to perform precise measurements on the 
Higgs boson, top-quark, Z and W bosons [45,57]. Due to the ex-
pected large amount of data and large production rates, FCC-ee 
can provide an excellent opportunity for precise studies, in par-
ticular in the top quark sector. FCC-ee is designed to be work-
ing at the center-of-mass energy up to the tt̄ threshold mass, 
i.e. 

√
s = 350 GeV. The goal is to reach to a luminosity of L =

1.3 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 [45,57].
In this paper, our aim is to study the anomalous FCNC top cou-

plings, tqγ and tqZ , via single top quark production in the FCC-ee 
at two different center-of-mass energies of 240 GeV and 350 GeV. 
The final state consists of a top quark in association with a light-
quark. We consider the leptonic decay of the W boson in top quark 
decay, (t → W b → ℓνℓb, where ℓ = e, µ). In the analysis, we take 
into account parton shower, hadronization and decays of unstable 
particles as well as the detector effects. We present upper limits 
on the branching ratios at 95% C.L in terms of the integrated lu-
minosity. Finally, the results are compared with the present and 
future results from the LHC experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the 
theoretical framework which describes the top quark FCNC cou-
plings to a photon and a Z boson. The Monte Carlo event gener-
ation, detector simulation and signal separation from backgrounds 
are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of the sen-
sitivity estimation are presented. Finally, Section 5 includes our 
summary and conclusions.

2. Theoretical formalism

The anomalous FCNC couplings of a top quark with a photon 
and a Z boson can be written in a model independent way using 
an effective Lagrangian approach. The lowest order terms describ-
ing tqγ and tqZ couplings have the following form [4,21,23,56,
58–62]:

Leff =
∑

q=u,c

[
eλtqt̄(λv − λaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Aµ

+ gW

2cW
κtqt̄(κ v − κaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Zµ

+ gW

2cW
Xtq t̄γµ(xL P L + xR P R)q Zµ

]
+ h.c. ,

(2)

where λtq , κtq and Xtq are dimensionless real parameters that de-
note the strength of the anomalous FCNC couplings. In the above 
effective Lagrangian, the chirality parameters are normalized to 
|λa|2 + |λv |2 = |xL |2 + |xR |2 = |κ v |2 + |κa|2 = 1 and P L,R are the 
left- and right-handed projection operators, P L,R = 1

2 (1 ∓ γ 5). The 
anomalous FCNC interactions tqγ and tqZ lead to production of 
a top quark in association with a light quark in Electron–Positron 
collisions. The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Fig. 1
including the subsequent leptonic decay of the W boson in the 

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagram for production of a top in association with a light 
quark due to the anomalous couplings tqγ and tqZ in Electron–Positron collisions.

Table 1
Cross-sections (in fb) of σ (e− + e+ → tū + tc̄ +
t̄u + t̄c) × Br(t → W b → lνb) with ℓ = e, µ for 
three signal scenarios, tqγ , tqZ (vector–tensor) 
before applying any cut.

√
s 240 GeV 350 GeV

FCNC coupling σ (fb) σ (fb)

tqγ 2154(λtq)2 3832(λtq)2

tqZ (σµν ) 1434(κtq)2 2160(κtq)2

tqZ (γµ) 916(Xtq)
2 786(Xtq)

2

Fig. 2. The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the outgoing charged 
lepton with the z-axis for tqγ with different chirality assumptions at the center-of-
mass energy of 240 GeV.

top quark decay. In Table 1, the cross sections of e− + e+ →
tū + tc̄ + t̄u + t̄c including the branching ratio of the top quark 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark, and W boson decays into a 
charged lepton (muon and electron) and a neutrino are presented. 
The cross sections are shown at two different center-of-mass ener-
gies of 240 and 350 GeV. It should be pointed out that the cross 
sections due to photon and Z boson exchange are different and 
depend on the type of FCNC coupling. The contribution of photon 
and Z boson exchange with the σµν coupling increases with the 
energy of the center-of-mass. This is because of the presence of an 
additional momentum factor qν in the effective Lagrangian.

According to the three independent terms of the Lagrangian, 
there are three possible scenarios to produce single top quark plus 
a light quark. In this analysis, all three terms of the Lagrangian are 
investigated independently with the following sets of the chirality 
parameters: λv = 1, λa = 0 for tqγ , for vector like coupling of tqZ : 
xL = xR while for tensor FCNC coupling of tqZ : κ v = 1, κa = 0. 
In case of observing an excess indicating FCNC signal, the angular 
distribution of the outgoing particles can be used to determine the 
chirality of the FCNC couplings. In Fig. 2, the distributions of the 
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
X

q=u,c
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where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.
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to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
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is applied.
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integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
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This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
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couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).
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changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
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Figure 5.12: Example graphs for CC DIS top quark production (left) and top quark photoproduction
(right).

others. Testing them is therefore of utmost importance to find out whether there are other
sources of electroweak symmetry breaking that are di↵erent from the standard Higgs mechanism.

One flagship measurement is the direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, i.e.
without making any model assumptions such as on the unitarity of the CKM matrix or the
number of quark generations. An elaborate analysis of the single top quark CC DIS process
at the LHeC including a detailed detector simulation using the DELPHES package [467] shows
that already at 100 fb�1 of integrated luminosity an uncertainty of 1% can be expected. This
compares to a total uncertainty of 4.1 % of the currently most accurate result at the LHC Run-I
performed by the CMS experiment [468].

The same analysis [465] can also be used to search for anomalous left- and right-handed Wtb

vector (fL

1 , f
R

1 ) and tensor (fL

2 , f
R

2 ) couplings analyzing the following e↵ective Lagrangian:

LWtb = � gp
2
b̄�

µ
Vtb(f

L

1 PL � f
R

1 PR)tW�
µ � gp

2
b̄
i�

µ⌫
q⌫

MW

(fL

2 PL � f
R

2 PR)tW�
µ + h.c. (5.15)

In the SM f
L

1 = 1 and f
R

1 = f
L

2 = f
R

2 = 0. The e↵ect of anomalous Wtb couplings is consistently
evaluated in the production and the decay of the antitop quark, cf. Fig. 5.12 (left).5 Using
hadronic top quark decays only, the expected accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as
a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 5.13, derived from expected 95%
C.L. limits on the cross section yields. The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1 %
for the SM f

L

1 coupling determining |Vtb| (as discussed above) and of 4 % for f
L

2 , 9 % for f
R

2 ,
and 14% for f

R

1 at 1 ab�1.

Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx| (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of
deviations from their SM values with very high precision through W boson and bottom (light)
quark associated production channels, where the W boson and b-jet (light jet j = d, s) final
states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange as
outlined in [470]. As an example, analysing the processes

Signal 1: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
b̄ ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b̄

Signal 2: pe
� ! ⌫eW

�
b ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b

Signal 3: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
j ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`j

5Further studies of the top quark charged current coupling can be found in [469]There, a more general frame-
work is employed using the full basis of SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) operators, including the relevant four-fermion ones.
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Fig. 6.3 FCC-ee measurement uncertainties in the left and right cou-
pling of the top to the Z (left) and to the photon (right) displayed as an
ellipse. In the left plot the SM value at (0,0) is compared to predicted

deviations from various composite Higgs model for f ≤ 1.6 TeV. The
4DCHMM [166] benchmark point A is represented with a cyan marker

Fig. 6.4 Summary of 95% C.L. limits in the search for FCNC in top production or decays for various future collider options, compared to current
LHC limits. The study of the top FCNC decays reach at e+e− linear colliders was recently presented in Ref. [167]

FCNC couplings from single top quark production and from top quark decays, and their sensitivity will greatly increase at the
HL-LHC. The FCC-ee can perform a search for FCNC in top decay using the 2 ab−1 collected above the top pair production
threshold. It can also profit from studying the anomalous single top production process with the 5 ab−1 at

√
s = 240 GeV.

The sensitivity of the FCC-ee to the quark FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c) has been studied in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq̄
(t̄q) channel, with a leptonic decay of the W boson. These preliminary analyses show that the FCC-ee can reach a sensitivity
for BR(t → qγ) and BR(t → qZ) of about 10−5, which is slightly below the sensitivity of HL-LHC, see Fig.6.4. More
optimised studies are expected in the future. It is therefore expected that FCC-ee could confirm and help characterise a top
FCNC decay signature (e.g. distinguish q = u from q = c), should this be detected at the HL-LHC.

6.3 FCC-hh

The production rate of top quark pairs at FCC-hh is ∼35 nb (Table 6.1), over 30 times larger than at the LHC. This leads
to ∼1012 top quarks produced during FCC-hh operation, to be used to explore the top properties via both its production
and decay features. As discussed in the case of EW and Higgs production, the extended kinematic reach of top quarks leads
to sensitivity to EFT operators [168] describing possible deviations from the EW and QCD top couplings, complementary
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Collider (FCC-ee) [45–54] which all plan to collect large amount of 
data and provide high precision measurements.

In Refs. [55,56], an analysis has been performed to probe the 
sensitivity of a future e−e+ collider to top quark FCNC to the pho-
ton and a Z boson in the e−e+ → Z/γ → tq (tq) channel. This 
analysis has been done at the center-of-mass energies of 500 GeV 
and 800 GeV with the integrated luminosity of up to 1 ab−1 with-
out including the effects of parton showering, hadronization, and 
decay of unstable particles. However, the analysis considers cases 
with and without the beam polarization to estimate the sensitivity 
to tqγ and tqZ FCNC couplings.

The future large scale circular Electron–Positron collider (FCC-
ee) would be one of the high-precision and high-luminosity ma-
chines which will be able to perform precise measurements on the 
Higgs boson, top-quark, Z and W bosons [45,57]. Due to the ex-
pected large amount of data and large production rates, FCC-ee 
can provide an excellent opportunity for precise studies, in par-
ticular in the top quark sector. FCC-ee is designed to be work-
ing at the center-of-mass energy up to the tt̄ threshold mass, 
i.e. 

√
s = 350 GeV. The goal is to reach to a luminosity of L =

1.3 × 1034 cm−2 s−1 [45,57].
In this paper, our aim is to study the anomalous FCNC top cou-

plings, tqγ and tqZ , via single top quark production in the FCC-ee 
at two different center-of-mass energies of 240 GeV and 350 GeV. 
The final state consists of a top quark in association with a light-
quark. We consider the leptonic decay of the W boson in top quark 
decay, (t → W b → ℓνℓb, where ℓ = e, µ). In the analysis, we take 
into account parton shower, hadronization and decays of unstable 
particles as well as the detector effects. We present upper limits 
on the branching ratios at 95% C.L in terms of the integrated lu-
minosity. Finally, the results are compared with the present and 
future results from the LHC experiments.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the 
theoretical framework which describes the top quark FCNC cou-
plings to a photon and a Z boson. The Monte Carlo event gener-
ation, detector simulation and signal separation from backgrounds 
are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of the sen-
sitivity estimation are presented. Finally, Section 5 includes our 
summary and conclusions.

2. Theoretical formalism

The anomalous FCNC couplings of a top quark with a photon 
and a Z boson can be written in a model independent way using 
an effective Lagrangian approach. The lowest order terms describ-
ing tqγ and tqZ couplings have the following form [4,21,23,56,
58–62]:

Leff =
∑

q=u,c

[
eλtqt̄(λv − λaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Aµ

+ gW

2cW
κtqt̄(κ v − κaγ 5)

iσµνqν

mt
q Zµ

+ gW

2cW
Xtq t̄γµ(xL P L + xR P R)q Zµ

]
+ h.c. ,

(2)

where λtq , κtq and Xtq are dimensionless real parameters that de-
note the strength of the anomalous FCNC couplings. In the above 
effective Lagrangian, the chirality parameters are normalized to 
|λa|2 + |λv |2 = |xL |2 + |xR |2 = |κ v |2 + |κa|2 = 1 and P L,R are the 
left- and right-handed projection operators, P L,R = 1

2 (1 ∓ γ 5). The 
anomalous FCNC interactions tqγ and tqZ lead to production of 
a top quark in association with a light quark in Electron–Positron 
collisions. The Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Fig. 1
including the subsequent leptonic decay of the W boson in the 

Fig. 1. The Feynman diagram for production of a top in association with a light 
quark due to the anomalous couplings tqγ and tqZ in Electron–Positron collisions.

Table 1
Cross-sections (in fb) of σ (e− + e+ → tū + tc̄ +
t̄u + t̄c) × Br(t → W b → lνb) with ℓ = e, µ for 
three signal scenarios, tqγ , tqZ (vector–tensor) 
before applying any cut.

√
s 240 GeV 350 GeV

FCNC coupling σ (fb) σ (fb)

tqγ 2154(λtq)2 3832(λtq)2

tqZ (σµν ) 1434(κtq)2 2160(κtq)2

tqZ (γµ) 916(Xtq)
2 786(Xtq)

2

Fig. 2. The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the outgoing charged 
lepton with the z-axis for tqγ with different chirality assumptions at the center-of-
mass energy of 240 GeV.

top quark decay. In Table 1, the cross sections of e− + e+ →
tū + tc̄ + t̄u + t̄c including the branching ratio of the top quark 
decays into a W boson and a b-quark, and W boson decays into a 
charged lepton (muon and electron) and a neutrino are presented. 
The cross sections are shown at two different center-of-mass ener-
gies of 240 and 350 GeV. It should be pointed out that the cross 
sections due to photon and Z boson exchange are different and 
depend on the type of FCNC coupling. The contribution of photon 
and Z boson exchange with the σµν coupling increases with the 
energy of the center-of-mass. This is because of the presence of an 
additional momentum factor qν in the effective Lagrangian.

According to the three independent terms of the Lagrangian, 
there are three possible scenarios to produce single top quark plus 
a light quark. In this analysis, all three terms of the Lagrangian are 
investigated independently with the following sets of the chirality 
parameters: λv = 1, λa = 0 for tqγ , for vector like coupling of tqZ : 
xL = xR while for tensor FCNC coupling of tqZ : κ v = 1, κa = 0. 
In case of observing an excess indicating FCNC signal, the angular 
distribution of the outgoing particles can be used to determine the 
chirality of the FCNC couplings. In Fig. 2, the distributions of the 
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
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(5.17)
where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.
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Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ
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where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �
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q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.12: Example graphs for CC DIS top quark production (left) and top quark photoproduction
(right).

others. Testing them is therefore of utmost importance to find out whether there are other
sources of electroweak symmetry breaking that are di↵erent from the standard Higgs mechanism.

One flagship measurement is the direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, i.e.
without making any model assumptions such as on the unitarity of the CKM matrix or the
number of quark generations. An elaborate analysis of the single top quark CC DIS process
at the LHeC including a detailed detector simulation using the DELPHES package [467] shows
that already at 100 fb�1 of integrated luminosity an uncertainty of 1% can be expected. This
compares to a total uncertainty of 4.1 % of the currently most accurate result at the LHC Run-I
performed by the CMS experiment [468].

The same analysis [465] can also be used to search for anomalous left- and right-handed Wtb

vector (fL

1 , f
R

1 ) and tensor (fL

2 , f
R

2 ) couplings analyzing the following e↵ective Lagrangian:

LWtb = � gp
2
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µ
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In the SM f
L

1 = 1 and f
R

1 = f
L

2 = f
R

2 = 0. The e↵ect of anomalous Wtb couplings is consistently
evaluated in the production and the decay of the antitop quark, cf. Fig. 5.12 (left).5 Using
hadronic top quark decays only, the expected accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as
a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 5.13, derived from expected 95%
C.L. limits on the cross section yields. The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1 %
for the SM f

L

1 coupling determining |Vtb| (as discussed above) and of 4 % for f
L

2 , 9 % for f
R

2 ,
and 14% for f

R

1 at 1 ab�1.

Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx| (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of
deviations from their SM values with very high precision through W boson and bottom (light)
quark associated production channels, where the W boson and b-jet (light jet j = d, s) final
states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange as
outlined in [470]. As an example, analysing the processes

Signal 1: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
b̄ ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b̄

Signal 2: pe
� ! ⌫eW

�
b ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b

Signal 3: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
j ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`j

5Further studies of the top quark charged current coupling can be found in [469]There, a more general frame-
work is employed using the full basis of SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) operators, including the relevant four-fermion ones.
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
�
� ! e

�
a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.
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be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846
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broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
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� ! e
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
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� ! e
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.
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currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841
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be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846
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broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
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regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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p ! e
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X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
�
� ! e

�
a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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hadrons, and the dark photon �
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The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
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momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
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Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852
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strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
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regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
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Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.
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currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841
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present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846
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broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
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e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.
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present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846
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and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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p ! e
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0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
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The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
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currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846
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The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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Figure 8.12: Left: Production of axion-like particles (ALPs) via photon fusion. Right: Projected
sensitivity of the LHeC to ALPs coupling with photons at 95% CL. The existing exclusion limits are
shown with the green regions. See Ref. [665] for details.

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.

A recent study [665] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process
e
�
� ! e

�
a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon
coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that
sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below
100 GeV, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 8.12. The authors state that ALP searches at ep

colliders might become an important handle on this class of new physics scenarios [665].

8.5 Anomalous Gauge Couplings

New physics beyond the SM can modify SM interactions, for instance at the loop level. Such
contributions could either modify the interaction strength of SM particles or introduce additional
interactions that are not present in the SM, like flavour changing neutral couplings.

Searches for anomalous couplings of top quarks are summarised in Section 5.3. They are
parametrised via an e↵ective Lagrangian and are studied by analysing specific processes. For
example, anomalous Wtb couplings are studied in e

�
p ! ⌫et̄, and anomalous tt̄� and tt̄Z cou-

plings are studied in top quark pair production. In addition FCNC tu� and tuZ couplings are
analysed in NC DIS single top quark production, and FCNC tHu couplings are investigated in
CC DIS single top quark production. Limits on the corresponding FCNC branching ratios are
discussed in Section 5.3.6 and summarised and compared to di↵erent colliders in Fig. 5.19.

Triple gauge boson couplings (TGC) W
+
W

�
V , V = �, Z are precisely defined in the SM and any

significant deviation from the predicted values could indicate new physics. Present constraints
on anomalous triple vector boson couplings are dominated by LEP (but they are not free of
assumptions) and the WWZ and WW� vertices can be tested at LHeC in great detail.
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and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a
displacement of O(0.1) mm.

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,
where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background
and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown
for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is
currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [663].

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other
present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches
at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can
be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in
mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [664].

8.4.4 Axion-like particles

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously
broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,
being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime
and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.
Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,
they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed
to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field
strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can
interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is
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Figure 8.7: Left: Dominant tree-level production mechanism for sterile neutrinos at the LHeC. The
sterile neutrino decay via the charged current gives rise to the so-called lepton flavor violating lepton-
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LHCb [649], LEP [650], and MEG [651].

are much better in electron-proton collisions compared to proton-proton or electron-positron,
due to the much smaller reducible backgrounds.

The prospects of heavy neutrino detection can be further enhanced with jet substructure tech-
niques when the W boson in the decay N ! eW, W ! jj is highly boosted. Ref. [647] shows
that these techniques can help to distinguish the heavy neutrino signal from the few SM back-
grounds. A considerable improvement in the bounds of |VeN |2 over present limits from LHC,
0v2� experiments and from electroweak precision data is obtained with 1 ab�1 of integrated
luminosity at the LHeC.

An alternative approach is employed in Ref. [652] where the dominant sterile neutrino inter-
actions with the SM are taken to be higher dimension e↵ective operators (parameterizing a
wide variety of UV-complete new physics models) while contributions from neutrino mixing is
neglected. The study shows prospects of Majorana neutrino detection for masses lower than
700 and 1300 GeV can be discovered at the LHeC with Ee = 50 and 150GeV, respectively, for
Ep = 7TeV. Recently the influence of vector and scalar operators on the angular distribution of
the final anti-lepton was investigated. The forward-backward asymmetry is studied in Ref. [653],
wherein, in particular, the feasibility of initial electron polarisation as a discriminator between
di↵erent e↵ective operators is studied.

Prospects of testing left-right symmetric models, featuring additional charged and neutral gauge
bosons and heavy neutrinos, were studied in the context of electron-proton collisions in Refs. [654,
655]. The authors show that the production of heavy right-handed neutrinos of mass O(102-
103) GeV at the LHeC, with a lepton number violating final state, can yield information on
the parity breaking scale in left-right symmetric theories. Heavy neutrinos of sub-TeV mass in
inverse see-saw model with Yukawa coupling of O(0.1) are investigated for the LHeC in Ref. [656].

8.4.2 Fermion triplets in type III seesaw

Another technically natural way of generating the light neutrino masses is the so-called Type
III seesaw mechanism, which extends the SM with a fermion SU(2) triplet. In minimal versions
of these models the neutral and charged triplet fermions have almost degenerate masses around
the TeV scale.
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are much better in electron-proton collisions compared to proton-proton or electron-positron,
due to the much smaller reducible backgrounds.

The prospects of heavy neutrino detection can be further enhanced with jet substructure tech-
niques when the W boson in the decay N ! eW, W ! jj is highly boosted. Ref. [647] shows
that these techniques can help to distinguish the heavy neutrino signal from the few SM back-
grounds. A considerable improvement in the bounds of |VeN |2 over present limits from LHC,
0v2� experiments and from electroweak precision data is obtained with 1 ab�1 of integrated
luminosity at the LHeC.

An alternative approach is employed in Ref. [652] where the dominant sterile neutrino inter-
actions with the SM are taken to be higher dimension e↵ective operators (parameterizing a
wide variety of UV-complete new physics models) while contributions from neutrino mixing is
neglected. The study shows prospects of Majorana neutrino detection for masses lower than
700 and 1300 GeV can be discovered at the LHeC with Ee = 50 and 150GeV, respectively, for
Ep = 7TeV. Recently the influence of vector and scalar operators on the angular distribution of
the final anti-lepton was investigated. The forward-backward asymmetry is studied in Ref. [653],
wherein, in particular, the feasibility of initial electron polarisation as a discriminator between
di↵erent e↵ective operators is studied.

Prospects of testing left-right symmetric models, featuring additional charged and neutral gauge
bosons and heavy neutrinos, were studied in the context of electron-proton collisions in Refs. [654,
655]. The authors show that the production of heavy right-handed neutrinos of mass O(102-
103) GeV at the LHeC, with a lepton number violating final state, can yield information on
the parity breaking scale in left-right symmetric theories. Heavy neutrinos of sub-TeV mass in
inverse see-saw model with Yukawa coupling of O(0.1) are investigated for the LHeC in Ref. [656].

8.4.2 Fermion triplets in type III seesaw

Another technically natural way of generating the light neutrino masses is the so-called Type
III seesaw mechanism, which extends the SM with a fermion SU(2) triplet. In minimal versions
of these models the neutral and charged triplet fermions have almost degenerate masses around
the TeV scale.
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states without hard leptons; it enhances the �
+ lifetime up to O(1) mm. At the LHC the absence

of hard leptons with sizable transverse momentum makes this signature di�cult to investigate.
One possibility is to search for the tracks from �

+, which e↵ectively disappear once it decays
and are thus called disappearing tracks.

The discovery prospects for prompt signatures of electroweakino decays in electron-proton col-
lisions are presented in Ref. [638]. The light �

+ (and �
0) can be produced in pairs via in vector

boson fusion of the charged or neutral currents. A cut-based analysis of these processes at the
LHeC, assuming prompt �

+ decays, yields 2� discovery prospects for masses up to 120 GeV.

Taking into account the finite lifetime of the charginos, two comments are in order: first, the
lifetimes and boosts of the �

+ are in general too small to resolve a disappearing track; second,
the soft final state is not a problem per se and can in principle be observed.

Instead of searching for a disappearing track, the long lifetimes of the �
+ can be exploited

via the measurement of the impact parameter of the soft hadronic final, as is discussed in
Ref. [636]. The crucial machine performance parameters are the tracking resolution, which is
as good as O(10) µm, and the absence of pile up, which allows to identify and measure a single
soft pion’s impact parameter. In this way the LHeC can test � with masses up to 200 GeV. The
corresponding sensitivity is shown in Fig. 8.6, and the bounds on disappearing track searches
at the HL-LHC are shown as black lines in the figure. By considering non-prompt decays
of Higgsinos, the discovery prospects compared to the prompt analysis is thus significantly
improved. Further means of improving the prospects is an increased centre-of-mass energy,
which enhances the production rate of the Higgsinos.

8.3.3 R-parity violating signatures

Supersymmetry typically evokes the so-called R-parity, which implies that each fundamental
vertex contains an even number of sparticles and helps preventing rapid proton decays. In
general, R-parity need not be an exact symmetry of the theory, such that interactions can be
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
�
� ! e

�
a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846

8.4.4 Axion-like particles4847

The axion is the Goldstone boson related to a global U(1) symmetry, which is spontaneously4848

broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842

present and planned experiments. In particular for masses below the di-muon threshold, searches4843

at the LHC are practically impossible. It is remarkable that dark photons in this mass range can4844

be part of a dark sector that explains the observed Dark Matter in the Universe via a freeze-in4845

mechanism, cf. e.g. Ref. [630].4846
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broken at the so-called Peccei-Quinn scale, assumed to be around the GUT scale. Its mass,4849

being inversely proportional to the Peccei-Quinn scale, is therefore usually in the sub-eV regime4850

and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859

e
�
� ! e

�
a, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 8.12, in a model independent fashion. The4860

investigated signature is the decay a ! ��, which allows to test the e↵ective ALP-photon4861

coupling for ALPs with masses in the range of 10GeV < ma < 3 TeV. It was found that4862

sensitivities can improve current LHC bounds considerably, especially for ALP masses below4863
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Dark photons
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [625].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y4821

factor of the SM kinetically [627]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that4822

carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions4823

are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also4824

receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass4825

eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale4826

and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to4827

pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its4828

long lifetime.4829

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-4830

sented in Ref. [628]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in4831

Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e
�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state4832

hadrons, and the dark photon �
0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.4833

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution4834

and the very low level of background, which allow the detection of a secondary vertex with a4835

displacement of O(0.1) mm.4836

The resulting sensitivity contours in the mass-mixing parameter space are shown in Fig. 8.11,4837

where the di↵erent colours correspond to di↵erent assumptions on the irreducible background4838

and the solid and dashed lines consider di↵erent signal reconstruction e�ciencies. Also shown4839
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Figure 8.11: Projected sensitivity of dark photon searches at the LHeC via displaced dark photon
decays from Ref. [628]. The sensitivity contour lines are at the 90 % confidence level after a transverse
momentum cut on the final state hadrons of 5 GeV. The blue and red areas denote the assumption of
zero and 100 background events, respectively, the solid and dashed lines correspond to a reconstruction
e�ciency of 100% and 20 %, respectively. See Ref. [628] for details.

for comparison are existing exclusion limits from di↵erent experiments, and the region that is4840

currently investigated by the LHCb collaboration [629].4841

The domain in parameter space tested in electron-proton collisions is complementary to other4842
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and the axion provides a dynamical solution to the strong CP problem of the standard model.4851

Axions are a very attractive candidate for cold dark matter, despite their tiny mass.4852

Axion-like particles (ALP) are motivated by the original idea of the QCD axion and similarly,4853

they are good dark matter candidates. ALPs are pseudoscalar particles that are usually assumed4854

to be relatively light (i.e. with masses around and below one GeV) and couple to the QCD field4855

strength. In addition, they may have a number of further interactions, for instance they can4856

interact with the other fields of the SM and also mix with the pion. Particularly interesting is4857

the possibility to produce ALPs via vector boson fusion processes.4858

A recent study [631] has evaluated the prospects of detecting ALPs at the LHeC via the process4859
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Figure 8.9: Left: Dominant production diagram of triplet fermion pairs via their gauge interactions.
Right: Prospects of displaced vertex searches from charged fermion triplet ⌃±. The blue and green shaded
regions denote the expected observability of 10 (100) events, dashed lines denote HL-LHC exclusion
sensitivity, and the red line is connected to the light neutrino properties. For details, see text and
Ref. [659].
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Figure 8.10: Feynman diagrams for the dark photon production processes in electron-proton collisions.
Here X denotes the final state hadrons after the scattering process.

8.4.3 Dark photons

Minimal extensions of the SM often involve additional gauge factors. In particular the U(1)X ex-
tensions are interesting, because they are often connected to a dark charge that can be associated
with the dark matter.

An SM-extending U(1)X predicts an additional gauge boson that naturally mixes with the U(1)Y

factor of the SM kinetically [661]. This kinetic mixing lets the SM photon couple to fermions that
carry the dark charge X, and the other gauge boson to the electric charge. Both interactions
are suppressed by the mixing parameter ✏. In most models the additional gauge boson also
receives a mass, possibly from spontaneous breaking of the U(1)X , and the corresponding mass
eigenstate is called a dark photon. Dark photons typically have masses around the GeV scale
and their interactions are QED-like, scaled with the small mixing parameter ✏. It can decay to
pairs of leptons, hadrons, or quarks, which can give rise to a displaced vertex signal due to its
long lifetime.

The prospects for the dark photon searches via their displaced decays in ep collisions are pre-
sented in Ref. [662]. The dark photon production process targeted in this search is depicted in
Fig. 8.10. The signal is given by the process e

�
p ! e

�
X�

0, where X denotes the final state
hadrons, and the dark photon �

0 decays into two charged fermions or mesons.

The most relevant performance characteristics of the LHeC are the very good tracking resolution
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Statement of the IAC (reproduced in CDR Update)

statement of the IAC

(published in LHeC CDR update, arXiv:2007.14491)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
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integration of eA and AA detector concepts

• novel thought/study first mentioned in ECFA newsletter No. 5, August 2020 
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2729018/files/ECFA-Newsletter-5-Summer2020.pdf

• could we unify the LHeC (arXiv:2007.14491) and novel Heavy Ion detector 
(“A3”, arXiv:1902.01211) concepts, in order to commonly use IP2? 

• if so, then two kinds of operation:

1. pp or AA data taking in all 4 IPs of LHC
2. ep data taking in IP2 synchronous with pp in ATLAS, CMS, LHCb

• enriches physics potential; requires study of joint detector and IR design!

• ALICE currently resides in IP2, with a programme extending to LS4, and 
plans for a new compact HI detector

M Klein, IAS Program on High Energy Physics (HEP 2021)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2729018/files/ECFA-Newsletter-5-Summer2020.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.14491
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01211
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integration of eA and AA detector concepts
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summary

• LHeC affordable: 𝓞(1) BCHF for another TeV collider

• sustains the HL-LHC and exploits 𝓞(5) BCHF 
investment

• unique physics: microscope of substructure; crucial 
complement to LHC (/FCC), empowering precision 
measurements and searches; unique Higgs facility;  
QCD and EW sector discovery; HI physics revolution

• technology: accelerator: novel SRF ERL, green power 
facility; detector: exciting place for new technology 
(CMOS, …)

• LHeC merged with A3: would resolve conflict on IP2 
and promise new chapter of HI and accelerator physics 
(tentative)

Injector

Arc 1,3,5 (3142m) Arc 2,4,6 (3142m)

Matching/splitter (30m)
IP line Detector

Linac 1 (1008m)

Linac 2 (1008m)

Bypass (230m)

Loss compensation 1 (140m)Loss compensation 2 (90m)

Matching/splitter (31m)

Matching/combiner (31m)

Matching/combiner (31m)

60	GeV	ERL	

50	GeV	ERL	 Arc	2,4,6	
(3142m)	

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the three-turn LHeC configuration with two oppositely positioned electron
linacs and three arcs housed in the same tunnel. Two configurations are shown: Outer: Default Ee =
60 GeV with linacs of about 1 km length and 1 km arc radius leading to an ERL circumference of about
9 km, or 1/3 of the LHC length. Inner: Sketch for Ee = 50 GeV with linacs of about 0.8 km length and
0.55 km arc radius leading to an ERL circumference of 5.4 km, or 1/5 of the LHC length, which is smaller
than the size of the SPS. The 1/5 circumference configuration is flexible: it entails the possibility to
stage the project as funds of physics dictate by using only partially equipped linacs, and it also permits
upgrading to somewhat higher energies if one admits increased synchrotron power losses and operates at
higher gradients.

The electron beam current is given as

Ie = eNef , (2.2)

where f is the bunch frequency 1/�. The current for the LHeC is limited by the charge delivery
of the source. In the new default design we have Ie = 20mA which results from a charge of
500 pC for the bunch frequency of 40 MHz. It is one of the tasks of the PERLE facility to
investigate the stability of the 3-turn ERL configuration in view of the challenge for each cavity
to hold the sixfold current due to the simultaneous acceleration and deceleration of bunches at
three di↵erent beam energies each.

2.4.1 Electron-Proton Collisions

The design parameters of the luminosity were recently provided in a note describing the FCC-eh
configuration [35], including the LHeC. Tab. 2.3 represents an update comprising in addition
the initial 30GeV configuration and the lower energy version of the FCC-hh based on the LHC
magnets2. For the LHeC, as noted above, we assume Ee = 50GeV while for FCC-eh we retain
60 GeV. Since the source limits the electron current, the peak luminosity may be taken not to

2 The low energy FCC-pp collider, as of today, uses a 6T LHC magnet in a 100 km tunnel. If, sometime in
the coming decades, high field magnets become available based on HTS technology, then a 20TeV proton beam
energy may even be achievable in the LHC tunnel. To this extent the low energy FCC considered here and an
HTS based HE-LHC would be comparable options in terms of their energy reach.

28

Figure 12.1: Side view of the updated baseline LHeC detector concept, providing an overview of the
main detector components and their locations. The detector dimensions are about 13m length and 9m
diameter. The central detector is complemented with forward (p, n) and backward (e, �) spectrometers
mainly for di↵ractive physics and for photo-production and luminosity measurements, respectively. See
text for details.

Figure 12.2: Side projection of the central part of the LHeC detector, illustrating also the solenoid and
electron-beam-steering dipoles. See text for further details.

12.3 Inner Tracking

12.3.1 Overview and Performance

A schematic view of the updated tracking region is shown in Fig. 12.5. The layouts in the
central, forward and backward directions have been separately optimised using the tkLayout
performance estimation tool for silicon trackers [893]. The result is seven concentric barrel
layers with the innermost layer approximately 3 cm from the beam line at its closest distance
and with approximately equal radial spacing thereafter. The tracker barrel is supplemented by
seven forward wheels and five backward wheels of which three in each direction comprise the
central tracker end-cap and, respectively, four and two, respectively, are mounted beyond the
central tracker enclosure.

317

• next steps: PERLE facility at Orsay; considerations for a detector proposal to LHCC; 
“LHeC option should be kept open” (IAC recommendation to CERN DG), embedded in 
and subject to CERN’s future
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ECFA early career researchers debate for ESPPU

41

Figure A.18: Results of question 10 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey, where
(1) indicates strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.

Figure A.19: Results of question 11 for the European Strategy Update section of the ECR survey.

32

CERN/ESG/05
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Machine Parameters and Projected Luminosity 
Performance of Proposed Future Colliders at CERN 

 CERN-ACC-2018-0037 

 

10 

 Run Plan and Expected Performance 

Assumptions and expected luminosity performance for three LHeC data-taking periods are compiled in 
Table 8. The projected cumulative luminosity evolution of LHeC is illustrated in Figure 3.  

Three running modes are distinguished: 

1. LHeC during LHC Run 5: initial operation concurrent to pp, yielding 50 fb−1. The 
peak luminosity is 100 times higher than for HERA, and collisions occur at higher 
energies. This run will address SM precision physics, PDFs, etc. 

2. LHeC during LHC Run 6: design operation concurrent to pp, adding another 175 fb−1 
3. A final LHeC run in dedicated operation without pp adds a further 650 fb−1, and 

brings the total integrated luminosity close to 1 ab-1. This is the era of high-precision 
Higgs physics and rare processes. 

Other short runs (a few fb−1) at low electron energy and three months for eA are not yet scheduled. 
In addition, runs at lower proton energy could be of interest. For each period, it is assumed that in year 
1, the machine will operate at only half of the peak luminosity.  
 
 

Table 8: Parameters and expected performance for the LHeC data-taking periods. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Projected LHeC cumulative integrated luminosity. 

 

arXiv:1810.13022

LHeC projected integrated luminosity:

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.13022
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comparison of colliders

Comparison of Colliders: kappa-framework
Some observations:
◦ HL-LHC achieves precision of 

~1-3% in most cases
◦ In some cases model-dependent

◦ Proposed RYR% and ep colliders 
improve w.r.t. HL-LHC by factors 
of ~2 to 10

◦ Initial stages of RYR% colliders 
have comparable sensitivities 
(within factors of 2)

◦ ee colliders constrain JK →
ZN8[--RF	w/o assumptions

◦ Access to @C at ee and eh

49

arXiv:1905.03764

Beate Heinemann, ESU, Granada, 2019

arXiv:1905.03764

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.03764
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Kinematical coverage
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Fig. 1: Kinematical coverage in the (x, MX) plane of a
p

s = 100 TeV hadron collider (solid blue line), compared
with the corresponding coverage of the LHC at

p
s = 14 TeV (dot-dashed red line). The dotted lines indicate

regions of constant rapidity y at the FCC. We also indicate the relevant MX regions for phenomenologically
important processes, from low masses (Drell-Yan, low pT jets), electroweak scale processes (Higgs, W, Z, top),
and possible new high-mass particles (squarks, Z 0).

treating electroweak gauge bosons as massless and their inclusion into the DGLAP evolution equations.
Finally in Sect. 3.7 we discuss the possible relevance of high-energy (small-x) resummation effects for a
100 TeV collider.

3.2 PDFs and their kinematical coverage at 100 TeV
We begin by quantifying the kinematical coverage in the (x, MX) plane that PDFs probe in a 100 TeV
hadron collider, with MX being the invariant mass of the produced final states. In Fig. 1 we represent
the kinematical coverage in the (x, MX) plane of a

p
s = 100 TeV hadron collider compared with

the corresponding coverage of the LHC at
p

s = 14 TeV. The dotted lines indicate regions of constant
rapidity y at the FCC. In this plot, we also indicate the relevant MX regions for phenomenologically
important processes, from low masses (such as Drell-Yan or low pT jets), electroweak scale processes
(such as Higgs, W, Z, or top production), and possible new high-mass particles (such as a 2 TeV squark
or a 20 TeV Z 0).

In the low-mass region, for MX  10 GeV, PDFs would be probed down to x ' 5 · 10
�5 in the

central region, y ' 0, and down to x ' 5 · 10
�7 at forward rapidities, y ' 5. At even forward rapidities,

for example those that can be probed by using dedicated detectors down the beam pipe, PDFs could
be probed down to x ' 10

�8. While these extreme regions of very low x are not relevant for neither
electroweak scale physics nor for high-mass New Physics searches, they are crucial for the tuning of soft
and semi-hard physics in Monte Carlo event generators [28] and therefore it is important to ensure that
the PDFs exhibit a sensible behaviour in this region. Moreover, forward instrumentation would also be

8
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small x becomes relevant even for “common” physics (EG. W, Z, H, t)

large x relevant in searches for new, very high mass states



saturation
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GBW 
saturation 

model applied 
to x ≤ 10-4



FL from the LHeC
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LHeC

H1

<H1>

FL

FL

FL

Figure 4.16: H1 measurement and LHeC simulation of data on the longitudinal structure function
FL(x, Q

2). Green: Data by H1, for selected Q
2 intervals from Ref. [249]; Blue: Weighted average of the

(green) data points at fixed Q
2; Red: Simulated data from an FL measurement at the LHeC with varying

beam energy, see text. The H1 error bars denote the total measurement uncertainty. The LHeC inner
error bars represent the data statistics, visible only for Q

2 � 200 GeV2, while the outer error bars are the
total uncertainty. Since the FL measurement is sensitive only at high values of inelasticity, y = Q

2
/sx,

each Q
2 value is sensitive only to a certain limited interval of x values which increase with Q

2. Thus each
panel has a di↵erent x axis. The covered x range similarly varies with s, i.e. H1 x values are roughly
twenty times larger at a given Q

2. There are no H1 data for high Q
2, beyond 1000 GeV2, see Ref. [249].

for FL = 0.064). One thus can perform the FL measurement at the LHeC, with a focus on only2234

small x, with much less luminosity than the 1 fb�1 here used. The relative size of the various2235

systematic error sources also varies considerably, which is due to the kinematic relations between2236

angles and energies and their dependence on x and Q
2. This is detailed in [55]. It implies, for ex-2237

ample, that the 0.2 mrad polar angle scale uncertainty becomes the dominant error at small Q
2,2238

which is the backward region where the electron is scattered near the beam axis in the direction2239

of the electron beam. For large Q
2, however, the electron is more centrally scattered and the2240

✓e calibration requirement may be more relaxed. The E
0
e scale uncertainty has a twice smaller2241

e↵ect than that due to the ✓e calibration at lowest Q
2 but becomes the dominant correlated2242

systematic error source at high Q
2. The here used overall assumptions on scale uncertainties2243

are therefore only rough first approximations and would be replaced by kinematics and detector2244

dependent requirements when this measurement may be pursued. These could also exploit the2245

cross calibration opportunities which result from the redundant determination of the inclusive2246

DIS scattering kinematics through both the electron and the hadronic final state. This had been2247

noted very early at HERA times, see Ref. [52,54,252] and was worked out in considerable detail2248

88

• expect significant additional discrimination from dedicated precision measurement of FL
(not yet included in shown studies); incorrect small x treatment unlikely to accommodate both F2 and FL
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ERL landscape

Multi-turn, Common Transport

Future systems must evolve to utilize multiple turns; it is a natural cost optimization method [884]
and multi-turn systems can in principle provide performance equal to that of 1-pass up/down
ERLs at significantly lower cost. In addition to the use of multiple turns, cost control motivates
use of extended lengths of common transport, in which both accelerated and recovered passes
are handled simultaneously using the same beam lines. This presents unique challenges for high
energy ERLs, like LHeC in particular, where energy loss due to synchrotron radiation cannot
be ignored and causes an energy mismatch for common transport lines. But addressing these
challenges will open up exciting new opportunities for ERLs. In addition to PERLE and LHeC,
a multi-turn ERL design from Daresbury illustrates the manner in which the cost/complexity
optimum lies toward shorter linacs, more turns, and multiple beams in fewer beam lines [797].
This also drives the use of multiple turns in stacking rings for hadron cooling; the more turns
the cooling beam can be utilized, the lower the current required from the driver ERL, which
mitigates challenges associated with source lifetime [885].

11.1.3 ERL Landscape

One way to view the current state of ERLs globally is the so-called ERL landscape shown in
Fig. 11.1 [886]. Every data point represents a machine that demonstrated energy recovery and is
positioned in (maximum) energy and (average) current parameter space. For clarity, the plot is
restricted to continuous-wave (CW), SRF-based ERLs only and includes legacy machines, those
under construction and currently in operation as well as the LHeC and PERLE (proposed).
The size of the marker is indicative of the charge per bunch while a black line around the
marker indicates it was/is a true ERL. That is, where the beam power exceeds the installed
RF power (they are represented in the plot by the three FEL drivers that were designed, built,
commissioned and operated at Je↵erson Laboratory).

Figure 11.1: The ERL landscape, where data points are restricted to CW, SRF-based ERLs. The
dashed lines represent lines of constant beam power – starting from 10 W in the lower left and going to
10 GW in the upper right. Note that both axes use a log scale.
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LHeC machine parameters
depend on Ee. Studies of the interaction region design, presented in this paper, show that one
may be confident of reaching a �

⇤ of 10 cm but it will be a challenge to reach even smaller values.
Similarly, it will be quite a challenge to operate with a current much beyond 20 mA. That has
nevertheless been considered [36] for a possible dedicated LHeC operation mode for a few years
following the pp operation program.

Parameter Unit LHeC FCC-eh

CDR Run 5 Run 6 Dedicated Ep=20 TeV Ep=50 TeV

Ee GeV 60 30 50 50 60 60
Np 1011 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.2 1 1
✏p µm 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.2
Ie mA 6.4 15 20 50 20 20
Ne 109 1 2.3 3.1 7.8 3.1 3.1
�

⇤ cm 10 10 7 7 12 15
Luminosity 1033 cm�2s�1 1 5 9 23 8 15

Table 2.3: Summary of luminosity parameter values for the LHeC and FCC-eh. Left: CDR from 2012;
Middle: LHeC in three stages, an initial run, possibly during Run 5 of the LHC, the 50 GeV operation
during Run 6, both concurrently with the LHC, and a final, dedicated, stand-alone ep phase; Right:
FCC-eh with a 20 and a 50 TeV proton beam, in synchronous operation.

The peak luminosity values exceed those at HERA by 2–3 orders of magnitude. The operation
of HERA in its first, extended running period, 1992-2000, provided an integrated luminosity
of about 0.1 fb�1 for the collider experiments H1 and ZEUS. This may now be expected to be
taken in a day of initial LHeC operation.

2.4.2 Electron-Ion Collisions

The design parameters and luminosity were also provided recently [35] for collisions of electrons
and lead nuclei (fully stripped 208Pb82+ ions). Tab. 2.4 is an update of the numbers presented
there for consistency with the Run 6 LHeC configuration in Tab. 2.3 and with the addition
of parameters corresponding to the Ep = 20TeV FCC-hh configuration. Further discussion of
this operating mode and motivations for the parameter choices in this table are provided in
Section 10.3.

One can expect the average luminosity during fills to be about 50% of the peak in Tab. 2.4
and we assume an overall operational e�ciency of 50%. Then, a year of eA operation, possibly
composed by combining shorter periods of operation, would have the potential to provide an
integrated data set of about 5 (25) fb�1 for the LHeC (FCC-eh), respectively. This exceeds
the HERA electron-proton luminosity value by about tenfold for the LHeC and much more at
FCC-eh while the fixed target nuclear DIS experiment kinematics is extended by 3–4 orders of
magnitude. These energy frontier electron-ion configurations therefore have the unique potential
to radically modify our present view of nuclear structure and parton dynamics. This is discussed
in Chapter 4.
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LHeC coverage
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Figure 3.2: Kinematic plane covered with the maximum beam energies at the LHeC. Red dashed: Lines
of constant scattered electron polar angle. Note that low Q

2 is measured with electrons scattered into the
backward region, highest Q

2 is reached with Rutherford backscattering; Black dotted: lines of constant
angle of the hadronic final state; Black solid: Lines of constant inelasticity y = Q

2
/sx; Green dashed:

Lines of constant scattered electron energy E
0
e
. Most of the central region is covered by what is termed

the kinematic peak, where E
0
e

' Ee. The small x region is accessed with small energies E
0
e

below Ee while
the very forward, high Q

2 electrons carry TeV energies; Black dashed-dotted: lines of constant hadronic
final state energy Eh. Note that the very forward, large x region sees very high hadronic energy deposits
too.

The highest energies obviously give access to the smallest x at a given Q
2, and to the maximum

Q
2 at fixed x. This is illustrated with the kinematic plane and iso-energy and iso-angle lines,

see Fig. 3.2. It is instructive to see how the variation of the proton beam energy changes
the kinematics considerably and enables additional coverage of various regions. This is clear
from Fig. 3.3 which shows the kinematic plane choosing the approximate minimum energies
the LHeC could operate with. There are striking changes one may note which are related to
kinematics (c.f. Ref. [58]). For example, one can see that the line of ✓e = 179� now corresponds
to Q

2 ' 0.1 GeV2 which is due to lowering Ee as compared to 1 GeV2 in the maximum energy
case, cf. Fig. 3.2. Similarly, comparing the two figures one finds that the lower Q

2, larger
x region becomes more easily accessible with lower energies, in this case solely owing to the
reduction of Ep from 7 to 1 TeV. It is worthwhile to note that the LHeC, when operating at
these low energies, would permit a complete repetition of the HERA programme, within a short
period of special data taking.

The coverage of the kinematic plane is illustrated in the plot of the x, Q
2 bin centers of data
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Installation 
Study

Detector fits in L3 magnet support Modular structure 

Andrea Gaddi, L Herve et al   arXiv:2007.14491

Detector Installation
possible within about
two-years shutdown:
pre-mounting on surface

LHeC should not delay
main LHC programme in
any significant way.
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Interaction point and magnet
• Dipole magnet integrated in the detector to bend electron beam

– Beam-2 𝑝 and 𝑒 brought in head-on collisions 

– Beam-1 with finite angle, unaffected 

7

New re-designed, optimised
IR in CDR 2020

𝑝 beam 2

𝑝 beam 1

Synchrotron radiation fan (green)
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why pdfs matter

arXiv:1707.02424

pdf uncertainty dominates
7
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• BSM searches and other processes at high scales limited by (lack of) knowledge of 
large x gluon and quark pdfs (EG. top, SUSY, LQs, extra heavy bosons, …)

• … plus precision MW, sin2𝞋W (where small discrepancies may indicate BSM physics) and 
Higgs, are also limited by pdf uncertainties at medium x, where we know pdfs best!

Table 2: Expected and observed event yields in the dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) channels in different
dilepton mass intervals. The quoted errors for the dominant Drell–Yan background correspond to the combined stat-
istical, theoretical, and experimental systematic uncertainties. The errors quoted for the other background sources
correspond to the combined statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties.

mee [GeV] 120–300 300–500 500–700 700–900 900–1200 1200–1800 1800–3000 3000–6000

Drell–Yan (Z/γ∗) 21000 ± 400 940 ± 50 149 ± 10 38.3 ± 3.0 16.5 ± 1.4 5.6 ± 0.6 0.78 ± 0.10 0.030 ± 0.005
Top Quarks 4550 ± 110 446 ± 25 47.2 ± 1.6 6.2 ± 0.8 1.13 ± 0.35 0.12 ± 0.09 0.002 ± 0.006 <0.001
Diboson 620 ± 10 67.5 ± 1.2 10.3 ± 0.9 2.3 ± 0.5 0.78 ± 0.28 0.20 ± 0.11 0.021 ± 0.018 <0.001
Multi-Jet &W+Jets 320 ± 80 40 ± 12 7.2 ± 1.8 1.6 ± 0.8 0.5 ± 0.4 0.08 ± 0.10 0.002 ± 0.005 <0.001

Total SM 26500 ± 400 1490 ± 60 214 ± 11 48.4 ± 3.2 18.9 ± 1.6 6.0 ± 0.6 0.81 ± 0.10 0.030 ± 0.006

Data 25951 1447 202 44 17 9 0 0

SM+Z′ (mZ′ = 3 TeV) 26500 ± 400 1490 ± 60 214 ± 11 48.4 ± 3.2 19.0 ± 1.6 6.0 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.5
SM+CI (ΛConstLL = 20 TeV) 26500 ± 400 1500 ± 60 220 ± 11 52.1 ± 3.2 22.2 ± 1.6 8.8 ± 0.6 2.22 ± 0.14 0.289 ± 0.018

mµµ [GeV] 120–300 300–500 500–700 700–900 900–1200 1200–1800 1800–3000 3000–6000

Drell–Yan (Z/γ∗) 19300 ± 400 770 ± 31 115 ± 7 29.0 ± 2.2 11.8 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 0.4 0.61 ± 0.09 0.034 ± 0.007
Top Quarks 3855 ± 29 369 ± 9 43.4 ± 2.5 7.5 ± 0.5 1.97 ± 0.16 0.36 ± 0.04 0.020 ± 0.004 <0.001
Diboson 412.1 ± 3.4 43.7 ± 0.9 7.08 ± 0.30 1.67 ± 0.11 0.61 ± 0.05 0.174 ± 0.023 0.020 ± 0.006 <0.001

Total SM 23600 ± 400 1183 ± 32 165 ± 7 38.1 ± 2.2 14.4 ± 1.0 4.6 ± 0.4 0.65 ± 0.09 0.036 ± 0.008

Data 23275 1083 164 29 13 5 0 0

SM+Z′ (mZ′ = 3 TeV) 23600 ± 400 1183 ± 32 165 ± 7 38.1 ± 2.2 14.4 ± 1.0 4.6 ± 0.4 1.27 ± 0.12 0.55 ± 0.09
SM+CI (ΛConstLL = 20 TeV) 23600 ± 400 1193 ± 32 174 ± 8 41.9 ± 2.4 16.8 ± 1.2 6.4 ± 0.6 1.49 ± 0.20 0.164 ± 0.028
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Figure 1: Distributions of (a) dielectron and (b) dimuon reconstructed invariant mass (mℓℓ) after selection, for data
and the SM background estimates as well as their ratio. Two selected signals are overlaid; resonant Z′χ with a pole
mass of 3 TeV and non-resonant contact interactions with left-left (LL) constructive interference and Λ = 20 TeV.
The bin width of the distributions is constant in log(mℓℓ), and the shaded band in the lower panel illustrates the
total systematic uncertainty, as explained in Section 6. The data points are shown together with their statistical
uncertainty.

for finding a Z′χ signal excess (at a given pole mass) more significant than the observed, is computed
analytically using a test statistic based on the logarithm of the profile likelihood ratio λ(µ) which includes
a treatment of the systematic uncertainties. The parameter µ is defined as a ratio of the signal production
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come close to 1 ab�1.1280

The bulk of the data is assumed to be taken with electrons, possibly at large negative helicity1281

Pe, because this configuration maximises the number of Higgs bosons that one can produce at1282

the LHeC: e
� couples to W

� which interacts primarily with an up-quark and the CC cross1283

section is proportional to (1�Pe). However, for electroweak physics there is a strong interest to1284

vary the polarisation and charge 4. It was considered that the e
+
p luminosity may reach 1 fb�1

1285

while the tenfold has been simulated for sensitivity studies. A dataset has also been produced1286

with reduced proton beam energy as that enlarges the acceptance towards large x at smaller1287

Q
2. The full list of simulated sets is provided in Tab. 3.2.

Parameter Unit Data set

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9

Proton beam energy TeV 7 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 7
Lepton charge �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 +1 +1 �1 �1
Longitudinal lepton polarisation �0.8 �0.8 0 �0.8 0 0 0 +0.8 +0.8
Integrated luminosity fb�1 5 50 50 1000 1 1 10 10 50

Table 3.2: Summary of characteristic parameters of data sets used to simulate neutral and charged
current e

± cross section data, for a lepton beam energy of Ee = 50 GeV. Sets D1-D4 are for Ep =
7 TeV and e

�
p scattering, with varying assumptions on the integrated luminosity and the electron beam

polarisation. The data set D1 corresponds to possibly the first year of LHeC data taking with the tenfold
of luminosity which H1/ZEUS collected in their lifetime. Set D5 is a low Ep energy run, essential to
extend the acceptance at large x and medium Q

2. D6 and D7 are sets for smaller amounts of positron
data. Finally, D8 and D9 are for high energy e

�
p scattering with positive helicity as is important for

electroweak NC physics. These variations of data taking are subsequently studied for their e↵ect on PDF
determinations.

1288

The highest energies obviously give access to the smallest x at a given Q
2, and to the maximum1289

Q
2 at fixed x. This is illustrated with the kinematic plane and iso-energy and iso-angle lines,1290

see Fig. 3.2. It is instructive to see how the variation of the proton beam energy changes1291

the kinematics considerably and enables additional coverage of various regions. This is clear1292

from Fig. 3.3 which shows the kinematic plane choosing the approximate minimum energies1293

the LHeC could operate with. There are striking changes one may note which are related to1294

kinematics (c.f. Ref. [57]). For example, one can see that the line of ✓e = 179� now corresponds1295

to Q
2 ' 0.1 GeV2 which is due to lowering Ee as compared to 1 GeV2 in the maximum energy1296

case, cf. Fig. 3.2. Similarly, comparing the two figures one finds that the lower Q
2, larger1297

x region becomes more easily accessible with lower energies, in this case solely owing to the1298

reduction of Ep from 7 to 1 TeV. It is worthwhile to note that the LHeC, when operating at1299

these low energies, would permit a complete repetition of the HERA programme, within a short1300

period of special data taking.1301

The coverage of the kinematic plane is illustrated in the plot of the x, Q
2 bin centers of data1302

points used in simulations, see Fig. 3.4 [58]. The full coverage at highest Bjorken-x, i.e. very1303

close to x = 1, is enabled by the high luminosity of the LHeC. This was impossible to achieve for1304

HERA as the NC/CC DIS cross sections decrease proportional to some power of (1 � x) when1305

x approaches 1, as has long been established with Regge counting [59–61].1306

It has been a prime goal, leading beyond previous PDF studies, to understand the importance of1307

4With a linac source, the generation of an intense positron beam is very challenging and will not be able to
compete with the electron intensity. This is discussed in the accelerator chapter.

38

Source of uncertainty Uncertainty

Scattered electron energy scale �E
0
e
/E

0
e

0.1 %
Scattered electron polar angle 0.1mrad
Hadronic energy scale �Eh/Eh 0.5 %
Radiative corrections 0.3%
Photoproduction background (for y > 0.5) 1%
Global e�ciency error 0.5%

Table 3.1: Assumptions used in the simulation of the NC cross sections on the size of uncertainties from
various sources. The top three are uncertainties on the calibrations which are transported to provide
correlated systematic cross section errors. The lower three values are uncertainties of the cross section
caused by various sources.
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Figure 3.2: Kinematic plane covered with the maximum beam energies at the LHeC. Red dashed: Lines
of constant scattered electron polar angle. Note that low Q

2 is measured with electrons scattered into the
backward region, highest Q

2 is reached with Rutherford backscattering; Black dotted: lines of constant
angle of the hadronic final state; Black solid: Lines of constant inelasticity y = Q

2
/sx; Green dashed:

Lines of constant scattered electron energy E
0
e
. Most of the central region is covered by what is termed

the kinematic peak, where E
0
e

' Ee. The small x region is accessed with small energies E
0
e

below Ee while
the very forward, high Q

2 electrons carry TeV energies; Black dashed-dotted: lines of constant hadronic
final state energy Eh. Note that the very forward, large x region sees very high hadronic energy deposits
too.

during which the LHeC may collect 50 fb�1 of data. This may begin with a sample of 5 fb�1.1277

Such values are very high when compared with HERA, corresponding to the hundred(ten)-fold1278

of luminosity which H1 collected in its lifetime of about 15 years. The total luminosity may1279
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LHeC pdf parameterisation

• QCD fit ansatz based on HERAPDF2.0, with following differences:
• no requirement that ubar=dbar at small x
• no negative gluon term (only for the aesthetics of ratio plots – it has been checked 

that this does not impact size of projected uncertainties) 

• 4+1 pdf fit (above) has 14 free parameters
• 5+1 pdf fit for HQ studies parameterises dbar and sbar separately, 

17 free parameters
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pdf luminosities @ 14TeV
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of the measurement of the (anti)-strange quark distribution, xs̄(x, Q
2), in charged

current e
�

p scattering through the t-channel reaction W
�

s̄ ! c. The data are plotted with full systematic
and statistical errors added in quadrature, mostly non-visible. The covered x range extends from 10�4

(top left bin), determined by the CC trigger threshold conservatively assumed to be at Q
2 = 100 GeV2,

to x ' 0.2 (bottom right) determined by the forward tagging acceptance limits, which could be further
extended by lowering Ep.

3.3 Parton Distributions from the LHeC1347

3.3.1 Procedure and Assumptions1348

In this section, PDF constraints from the simulation of LHeC inclusive NC and CC cross section1349

measurements and heavy quark densities are investigated. The analysis closely follows the one1350

for HERA as presented above.1351

The expectations on PDFs for the “LHeC inclusive” dataset, corresponding to the combination1352

of datasets D4+D5+D6+D9, are presented, see Tab. 3.2. These datasets have the highest sen-1353

sitivity to general aspects of PDF phenomenology. Since the data are recorded concurrently to1354

the HL-LHC operation they will become available only after the end of the HL-LHC. There-1355

fore, these PDFs will be valuable for re-analysis or re-interpretation of (HL-)LHC data, and for1356

further future hadron colliders.1357

In order that LHeC will be useful already during the lifetime of the HL-LHC, it is of high rele-1358

vance that the LHeC can deliver PDFs of transformative precision already on a short timescale.1359

Therefore, in the present study particular attention is paid to PDF constraints that can be ex-1360

tracted from the first 50 fb�1 of electron-proton data, which corresponds to the first three years1361

of LHeC operation. The dataset is labelled D2 in Tab. 3.2 and also referred to as “LHeC 1st run”1362

in the following.1363

Already the data recorded during the initial weeks of data taking will be highly valuable and1364

impose new PDF constraints. This is because already the initial instantaneous luminosity will1365

be comparably high, and the kinematic range is largely extended in comparison to the HERA1366
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• strange pdf poorly known
• suppressed cf. other light quarks? 

strange valence?             

• c, b: enormously extended range and much 
improved precision c.f. HERA

➜ LHeC: direct sensitivity via charm tagging in Ws→c
(x,Q2) mapping of strange density for first time

• δMc = 50 (HERA) to 3 MeV: impacts on 𝝰s, regulates ratio of charm to light, 
crucial for precision t, H

• δMb to 10 MeV; MSSM: Higgs produced dominantly via bb → A  

• t: at very large Q2 top quark becomes “light” – opens up new field of research for t PDFs
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dbar

• 5+1 xuv, xdv, xUbar, xdbar, xsbar + xg (17)  • 4+1 xuv, xdv, xUbar, xDbar + xg (14)  
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The weak mixing angle

Weak mixing angle 

● sin²θw in neutral-current vector couplings (only)

sin2θW + PDF  fit

● Comparison to Z-pole data 
● At future DIS facilities:

Most precise single measurement possible

● Note: need theory to map sin²θW to effective 

leptonic weak mixing angle

Δsin²θ
w
 (FCC-eh)  =  ±0.00011

=  ±0.00010
(exp)

  ±0.00004
(PDF)

 Δsin²θ
w
 (LHeC-50)  =  ±0.00021 

 Δsin²θ
w
 (LHeC-50)  =  ±0.00015

 Δsin²θ
w
 (FCC-eh+LHeC) =  ±0.000086
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weak mixing angle
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Running of the weak mixing angle

FCC-eh EW studies in on-shell scheme

● Fit 14 values of sin²θW + proton PDFs 

● sin²θW single parameter in OS

● Per mille uncertainties in 

20 < Q < 2000 GeV in spacelike regime

Running of sin3θ in MSbar scheme:

● small correction factors needed...

Scale-dependence of weak mixing angle

FCC-eh: precision EW physics 
           from 20 GeV to 2 TeV

FCC-eh 
accessible
range

scale dependence of weak mixing angle

𝝙sin2ϴW (exp.+pdf) 

± 0.00015 (LHeC, Ee = 60 GeV)
± 0.00011 (FCC-eh)
± 0.000086 (FCC-eh + LHeC)

• potential to become most precise single 
measurement

• 𝓞(0.1%) precision on sin2θW over large 
range in scale (fit subsets of data)

• tests SM-prediction of scale dependence

on-shell 
scheme used

(NB, theory needed to map sin2ϴW to effective weak mixing angle)

FCC WS Nov 2020 
arXiv:2007.11799

eff

https://indico.cern.ch/event/932973/timetable/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.11799
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BSM: sterile neutrinos
FCC CDR, EPJ C79 (2019), no.6, 474

complementary prospects 
for discovery in ee, ep, pp

see also arXiv:1612.02728
overview of collider searches 
for heavy sterile neutrinos; 
promising signatures 
for ep colliders identified

Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79 :474 Page 121 of 161 474

Fig. 13.1 Sensitivities of the
different signatures to the
active-sterile mixing and masses
of sterile neutrinos at the
FCC-ee. For details on the
signatures see Ref. [348]

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

10−11
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10−5

10−3

M [GeV]

Fig. 13.2 Summary of heavy sterile neutrino search prospects at all FCC facilities. Solid lines are shown for direct searches and the dashed line
denotes an indirect constraint. These limits are taken from Ref. [348] where further details of the signatures and searches are provided

By directly diagonalising the mass matrix, or by integrating out N, one finds that the Majorana neutrino mass of Eq. (13.4)
is generated. Furthermore, the mixing angle between left and right handed neutrinos is ! ∼ λv/2M . The mass may thus be
correlated with the mixing angle as

!2 ≈ mν
M

! 10−11
( mν

0.1 eV

) (
10 GeV

M

)
. (13.7)

For right-handed neutrinos near the weak scale, the mixing angle is thus very small, leading to very challenging detection
prospects. Going beyond this simplest model, however, there are scenarios, known as ‘Symmetry Protected’ models (see e.g.
[206,353– 357]), in which the mixing angle may be significantly enhanced while still generating small neutrino masses. In
these models one extends the field content further, to include neutral Dirac neutrinos, such that the action is of the form

LSP = λνHLN + MNcN . (13.8)

These interactions respect a conserved U(1)L symmetry and the left-handed SM neutrino may now have a large mixing with
the new sterile neutrinos, even though the model still predicts an exactly massless neutrino. Additional terms that break the
U(1)L symmetry can then generate the very light neutrino mass. In this way the mixing angle becomes uncorrelated with the
prediction for the light neutrino masses. The former can be large, while the latter is controlled by small U(1)L -breaking terms.
This setup significantly enhances detection prospects, since now for sterile neutrino masses in the mass range accessible
to colliders one may have large mixing angles that enable the additional pseudo-Dirac sterile neutrinos to be produced and
detected.

In this class of models, there are a variety of different search strategies to pursue. The search prospects at FCC-ee are
summarised in Fig. 13.1. Typically the heavy neutrino may be produced via electroweak processes, and then decay to final
states involving leptons. Sensitivity to heavy neutrinos is significantly enhanced below the Z boson mass threshold, since
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|Vts| in ep

|Vts| will probe SM prediction directly 
for first time 

Figure 5.14: Expected sensitivities as a function of the integrated luminosity on on |Vtd| (left) and |Vts|
(right) [470].

measurement of the coupling between the top quark and the photon and therefore of another
important top quark property, the top quark charge. In contrast, at the LHC the tt̄� vertex
vertex is probed in tt̄� production, where the final state photon can also be produced from other
vertices than the tt̄� vertex, such as from initial state radiation or from radiation o↵ charged
top quark decay products.

The LHeC also provides a high potential for measuring the tt̄� magnetic and electric dipole
moments (MDM and EDM, respectively) in tt̄ production [466]. In an e↵ective Lagrangian
framework, e↵ective tt̄� couplings can be written in terms of form factors:

LWtb = e t̄

✓
Qt�

µ
Aµ +

1

4 mt

�
µ⌫

Fµ⌫ ( + ĩ�5)

◆
t + h.c. (5.16)

with the anomalous MDM of the top quark, , and the EDM of the top quark, ̃. The top quark
charge is given by eQt.

By solely measuring the tt̄ production cross section, remarkably tight bounds can be derived on
the MDM and the EDM of the top quark as presented in Fig. 5.15. In this parton level study,
for the computation of the cross section a set of appropriate phase-space cuts are imposed on the
final-state momenta. Applying further cuts to remove the background will result in a substantial
reduction of the signal. It is therefore assumed that this would lead to a statistical uncertainty
of about 8%, represented by the dark inner ring in Fig. 5.15. To include uncertainties due to
mistagging and to allow for other unspecified sources of systematic uncertainty, it is assumed
that the total uncertainty will be about 16% corresponding to the full ring in Fig. 5.15. This
would yield bounds of �0.13 <  < 0.18, and |̃| < 0.38, respectively, at the 2� C.L. Figure 5.15
shows that the LHeC could greatly improve the limits imposed by the indirect constraints from
b ! s�, and even the limits imposed by a future measurement of tt̄� production at the LHC atp

s = 14TeV.

Furthermore, the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) regime of tt̄ production will allow to probe the
tt̄Z coupling, albeit with less sensitivity [466].
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Fig. 6.9 Expected sensitivities as a function of the integrated luminosity on the SM and anomalous Wtb couplings [180] (left; the constraint on
! f L1 for f L1 is shown, and on |Vts | [184] (right))

where f L1 ≡ 1 +! f L1 . In the SM f L1 = 1, and f R1 = f L2 = f R2 = 0. Using hadronic top quark decays only, the expected
accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 6.9 (left).4

The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1% for the SM f L1 coupling (therefore allowing the determination of |Vtb|
with a 1% accuracy as discussed above), of 4% for f L2 , of 9% for f R2 , and of 14% for f R1 , assuming an integrated luminosity
of 1 ab−1.

Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx | (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of deviations from their
SM values with very high precision in W boson and bottom (light) quark associated production channels, where the W boson
and b-jet (light jet) final states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange [184].
The following processes were considered:

Signal 1: p e− → νet̄ + X → νeW−b̄ + X → νeℓ
−νℓb̄ + X

Signal 2: p e− → νeW−b + X → νeℓ
−νℓb + X

Signal 3: p e− → νet̄ + X → νeW−j + X → νeℓ
−νℓj + X

An analysis including a detailed detector simulation, using the Delphes package [182], leads to the accuracies on |Vts | at
the 2σ confidence level (C.L.) shown as a function of the integrated luminosity in Fig. 6.9 (right). With 2 ab−1 of integrated
luminosity and an electron polarisation of 80%, the 2σ limits improve on existing limits from the LHC [185] (interpreted
by [186]) by almost an order of magnitude. The study of Signal 3 alone allows achieving an accuracy of the order of the
actual SM value of |V SM

ts | = 0.04108+0.0030
−0.0057 as derived from an indirect global CKM matrix fit [187], providing the first

direct high precision measurement of this top coupling. In these studies, upper limits at the 2σ level down to |Vts | < 0.037,
and |Vtd| < 0.037 can be achieved.

6.4.2 FCNC top quark couplings

Single top quark DIS production can also be used [188] to search for the FCNC couplings tqγ and tqZ (q = u,c), as given in

L =
∑

q=u,c

(
ge

2mt
t̄σµν(λLq PL + λRq PR)q Aµν +

gW
4cWmZ

t̄σµν(κLq PL + κ Rq PR)q Zµν

)
+ h .c., (6.5)

where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW = cos θW , λL ,Rq and κL ,Rq are the strengths of the
anomalous top FCNC couplings (vanishing in the SM), and PL (PR) denotes the left (right) handed projection operators.
The selection of the final states requires at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top quark decay) with high transverse
momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range of the detector. The distributions of the invariant mass of two

4 This plot was produced under the assumption of the LHeC [69] with a proton beam energy of 7 TeV, and therefore represents very conservative
results.
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LHeC FCC-eh

Figure 5.12: Example graphs for CC DIS top quark production (left) and top quark photoproduction
(right).

others. Testing them is therefore of utmost importance to find out whether there are other
sources of electroweak symmetry breaking that are di↵erent from the standard Higgs mechanism.

One flagship measurement is the direct measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|, i.e.
without making any model assumptions such as on the unitarity of the CKM matrix or the
number of quark generations. An elaborate analysis of the single top quark CC DIS process
at the LHeC including a detailed detector simulation using the DELPHES package [467] shows
that already at 100 fb�1 of integrated luminosity an uncertainty of 1% can be expected. This
compares to a total uncertainty of 4.1 % of the currently most accurate result at the LHC Run-I
performed by the CMS experiment [468].

The same analysis [465] can also be used to search for anomalous left- and right-handed Wtb

vector (fL

1 , f
R

1 ) and tensor (fL

2 , f
R

2 ) couplings analyzing the following e↵ective Lagrangian:

LWtb = � gp
2
b̄�

µ
Vtb(f

L

1 PL � f
R

1 PR)tW�
µ � gp

2
b̄
i�

µ⌫
q⌫

MW

(fL

2 PL � f
R

2 PR)tW�
µ + h.c. (5.15)

In the SM f
L

1 = 1 and f
R

1 = f
L

2 = f
R

2 = 0. The e↵ect of anomalous Wtb couplings is consistently
evaluated in the production and the decay of the antitop quark, cf. Fig. 5.12 (left).5 Using
hadronic top quark decays only, the expected accuracies in a measurement of these couplings as
a function of the integrated luminosity are presented in Fig. 5.13, derived from expected 95%
C.L. limits on the cross section yields. The couplings can be measured with accuracies of 1 %
for the SM f

L

1 coupling determining |Vtb| (as discussed above) and of 4 % for f
L

2 , 9 % for f
R

2 ,
and 14% for f

R

1 at 1 ab�1.

Similarly, the CKM matrix elements |Vtx| (x = d, s) can be extracted using a parameterisation of
deviations from their SM values with very high precision through W boson and bottom (light)
quark associated production channels, where the W boson and b-jet (light jet j = d, s) final
states can be produced via s-channel single top quark decay or t-channel top quark exchange as
outlined in [470]. As an example, analysing the processes

Signal 1: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
b̄ ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b̄

Signal 2: pe
� ! ⌫eW

�
b ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`b

Signal 3: pe
� ! ⌫et̄ ! ⌫eW

�
j ! ⌫e`

�
⌫`j

5Further studies of the top quark charged current coupling can be found in [469]There, a more general frame-
work is employed using the full basis of SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) operators, including the relevant four-fermion ones.
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search for anomalous FCNC

Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
X

q=u,c

✓
ge

2mt

t̄�
µ⌫(�L

q PL + �
R

q PR)qAµ⌫ +
gW

4cW mZ

t̄�
µ⌫(L

q PL + 
R

q PR)qZµ⌫

◆
+ h.c. ,

(5.17)
where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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Figure 5.16: Example graphs for single top quark production via FCNC tq� (left) and tuZ (right)
couplings.

5.3.6 FCNC Top Quark Couplings

Like all the Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) the top quark FCNC interactions
are also extremely suppressed in the SM, which renders them a good test of new physics. The
contributions from FCNC to top interactions can be parameterised via an e↵ective theory and
studied by analysing specific processes.

Single top quark NC DIS production can be used to search for FCNC tu�, tc�, tuZ, and tcZ

couplings [479,480] as represented by the Lagrangian

LFCNC =
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where ge (gW ) is the electromagnetic (weak) coupling constant, cW is the cosine of the weak
mixing angle, �

L,R
q and 

L,R
q are the strengths of the anomalous top FCNC couplings (the values

of these couplings vanish at the lowest order in the SM). Top FCNC couplings as introduced in
Eq. (5.17) would lead to Feynman graphs as shown in Fig. 5.16.

In an elaborate analysis, events including at least one electron and three jets (hadronic top
quark decay) with high transverse momentum and within the pseudorapidity acceptance range
of the detector are selected. The distributions of the invariant mass of two jets (reconstructed
W boson mass) and an additional jet tagged as b-jet (reconstructed top quark mass) are used
to further enhance signal over background events, mainly given by W + jets production. Signal
and background interference e↵ects are included. A detector simulation with DELPHES [467]
is applied.

The expected limits on the branching ratios BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ) as a function of the
integrated luminosity at the 2� C.L. are presented in Fig. 5.17 (left). Assuming an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab�1, limits of BR(t ! q�) < 1 · 10�5 and BR(t ! qZ) < 4 · 10�5 are expected.
This level of precision is close to actual predictions of concrete new phenomena models, such
as SUSY, little Higgs, and technicolour, that have the potential to produce FCNC top quark
couplings. The expected limits will improve on existing limits from the LHC by one order
of magnitude [14]. They will be similar to limits expected from the High Luminosity-LHC
(HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 [185], and will improve limits from the International Linear Collider
(ILC) with 500 fb�1 at

p
s = 250 GeV [481, 482] by an order of magnitude (see also Fig. 5.19).

Figure 5.17 (right) shows how the sensitivity on BR(t ! q�) and BR(t ! qZ), respectively,
changes as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. At a future FCC-ep [14] with, for example,
an electron beam energy of 60 GeV, and a proton beam energy of 50TeV, leading to a centre-of-
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mass energy of 3.5 TeV, the sensitivity to FCNC tq� couplings even exceed expected sensitivities
from the HL-LHC with 3000 fb�1 at

p
s = 14TeV [185].

Figure 5.17: Expected sensitivities as a function of the integrated luminosity on FCNC t ! qV branch-
ing ratios (left) [479, 480]. The expected upper limits on FCNC t ! qV branching ratios are also shown
as a function of the centre-of-mass-energy (right).

A further study of the top quark FCNC through Z-boson has been performed in Ref. [483] for
the LHeC including a DELPHES [467] detector simulation. The e↵ective couplings for FCNC
processes are of vector and tensor in nature, the latter corresponding to those in Eq. (5.17). The
e↵ect of these couplings is probed in the single top quark production (see Fig. 5.16 right). It is
shown that the polar angle (✓) of the electrons coming out of the primary vertex in association
with the top quark polarisation asymmetries constructed from the angular distribution of the
secondary lepton arising from the top decay, allow to distinguish the Lorentz structure of the
couplings. From a multi-parameter analysis, a reach of the O(10�2) in the case of vector cou-
plings and 0.1 � 0.5 TeV�1 in case of tensor couplings are obtained at an integrated luminosity
of 2 ab�1 for 95% C.L.

Another example for a sensitive search for anomalous top quark couplings is the one for FCNC
tqH couplings as defined in

LFCNC = tuH t̄uH + tcH t̄cH + h.c. (5.18)

This can be studied in CC DIS production as shown in Fig. 5.18 (left), where singly produced
top anti-quarks could decay via such couplings into a light up-type anti-quark and a Higgs
boson decaying into a bottom quark-antiquark pair, e
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SM Higgs signal strengths

Setup bb̄ bb̄ � Thy WW gg ⌧⌧ cc ZZ ��

LHeC NC 2.3 2.4 17 16 15 20 35 42
LHeC CC 0.80 0.94 6.2 5.8 5.2 7.1 12 15
HE-LHeC NC 1.15 1.25 8.9 8.3 7.5 10 17 21
HE-LHeC CC 0.41 0.65 3.2 3.0 2.7 3.6 6.2 7.7
FCC-eh NC 0.65 0.82 5.0 4.7 4.2 5.8 10 12
FCC-eh CC 0.25 0.56 1.9 1.8 1.6 2.2 3.8 4.6

Table 7.4: Summary of estimates on the experimental uncertainty of the signal strength µ, in per cent,
for the seven most abundant Higgs decay channels, in charged and neutral currents for the LHeC, the
HE-LHeC and the FCC-eh. The bb̄ channel is the one which is most sensitive to theoretical uncertainties
and for illustration is given two corresponding columns, see Sect. 7.3.4.

stem from the BDT analysis for LHeC and are applied to FCC-eh with a factor of about 1/3.
The CC WW results are due to the FCC-eh BDT analysis and are used for LHeC, enlarged by
a factor of 3.2, determined by the di↵erent cross sections and luminosities. For HE-LHC, the
values are about twice as precise as the LHeC values because the cross section is enlarged by
about a factor of two, see Tab. 7.1, and the integrated luminosity with 2 ab�1 twice that of the
LHeC. All signal strength uncertainties, in both CC and NC, for the three collider configurations
are shown in Fig. 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Uncertainties of signal strength determinations in the seven most abundant SM Higgs
decay channels for the FCC-eh (green, 2 ab�1), the HE LHeC (brown, 2 ab�1) and LHeC (blue, 1 ab�1),
in charged and neutral current DIS production.

7.3.4 Systematic and Theoretical Errors

The signal strength is expressed relatively to a theoretical calculation of the charged current
Higgs cross section, including its decay into a chosen channel, according to

µ =
�exp

�thy

=
�exp

�Hty · br
. (7.5)

Consequently one can decompose the (relative) error of µ into the genuine measurement er-
ror, denoted as ��exp, including a possible systematic error contribution, E, and two further

to a value of 2.1% slightly worse than the BDT analysis.
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NC and CC DIS together over-constrain Higgs couplings in a combined SM fit

SM Higgs signal strengths from ep
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Fig. 4.11 Uncertainties of
signal strength determinations in
the seven most abundant SM
Higgs decay channels for the
FCC-eh (green, 2 ab−1), the
HE-LHeC (brown, 2 ab−1) and
LHeC (blue, 1 ab−1), in charged
and neutral current DIS
production

Fig. 4.12 Determination of the
κ scaling parameter
uncertainties, from a joint SM fit
of CC and NC signal strength
results for the FCC-eh (green,
2 ab−1), the HE LHeC (brown,
2 ab−1) and LHeC (blue, 1 ab−1)

4.5.2 Determination of Higgs couplings

The amplitude of the subprocess, VV → H → XX (X = b,W, g, τ, c,Z, γ) involves a coupling to the vector boson V, scaling
as κV , and the coupling to the decay particle X, proportional to κX , modulated by a κ dependent factor due to the total decay
width. This leads to the following scaling of the signal strength

µV
X = κ2

V · κ2
X · 1

∑
j κ

2
j BR j

, (4.1)

which is the ratio of the experimental to the theoretical cross sections, expected to be 1 in the SM. Measurements of this
quantity at the LHC are currently accurate to O(20) % and will reach the O(5) % level at the HL-LHC. With the joint CC and
NC measurements of the various decays, considering the seven most abundant ones illustrated in Fig. 4.11, one constrains
with the above equation the seven κX parameters. The joint measurement of NC and CC Higgs decays provides 9 constraints
on κW and 9 on κZ together with 2 each for the five other decay channels considered. Since the dominating channel of H → bb̄
is precisely determined, there follows a strikingly precise determination of the κ values, to about or below one percent, as is
shown in Fig. 4.12. A feature worth noting is the“transfer” of precision in signal strength from the µb in the CC channel to
κW . This overall level of precision may as well be used to constrain EFT parameters, a task beyond the standalone FCC-eh
analysis presented here.

An interesting consistency check of the EW theory is provided by the relation of the ratio of the CC and NC Higgs
production cross sections, κ2

W /κ2
Z , which in the SM should be equal to cos4 θW . This is estimated to determine the weak

mixing angle, sin2 θW to about 2 %. In addition, direct measurements will be obtained for the charm-to-bottom decay ratios,
testing to percent accuracy the relative coupling of the Higgs boson to the 3rd and 2nd generations.

4.5.3 Top and invisible Higgs couplings

A fundamental quantity to be accessed, linking the two heaviest SM elementary particles, is the ttH coupling, and its associated
CP phase ζt , expected to vanish in the SM. An update of the LHCeC analysis documented in Ref. [97] shows that FCC-eh
could achieve a precision of 1.9% in the determination of ζt .
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SM Higgs couplings from ep
(κ framework, arXiv:1307.1347; SM couplings modified by factor κi ≡ gHi/gHiSM)
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Using the signal strength uncertainties as listed in Tab. 7.4 fits to all seven channels, in NC and
CC, are performed in a minimisation procedure to determine the resulting uncertainties for
the  parameters. These are done separately for each of the ep collider configurations with
results listed in Tab. 7.5. A naive expectation would have been that � ' �µ/2. Comparing the
results, for example for LHeC (top rows), of the signal strengths (Tab. 7.4) with the  fit results
(Tab. 7.5) one observes that this relation holds approximately for the gg, ⌧⌧, cc̄, �� channels.
However, due to the dominance of H ! bb̄ in the total H width and owing to the presence of the
WWH and ZZH couplings in the initial state, there occurs a reshu✏ing of the precisions in the
joint fit: b is relatively less precise than µbb while both W and Z become more precise than
naively estimated, even when one takes into account that the H ! WW decay in CC measures


4
W

. The seven channel results are displayed in Fig. 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Summary of uncertainties of Higgs couplings from ep for the seven most abundant decay
channels, for LHeC (gold), FCC-eh at 20 TeV proton energy (brown) and for Ep = 50TeV (blue).

Setup bb̄ WW gg ⌧⌧ cc ZZ ��

LHeC 1.9 0.70 3.5 3.1 3.8 1.2 6.8
HE-LHeC 1.0 0.38 1.8 1.6 1.9 0.6 3.5
FCC-eh 0.60 0.22 1.1 0.93 1.2 0.35 2.1

Table 7.5: Summary of  uncertainty values as obtained from separate fits to the signal strength
uncertainty estimates for the seven most abundant Higgs decay channels, in charged and neutral currents
for the LHeC, the HE-LHeC and the FCC-eh, see text.

In the electroweak theory there is an interesting relation between the ratio of the W and Z

couplings and the mixing angle,

�(WW ! H ! AA)

�(ZZ ! H ! AA)
=


2
W


2
Z

= (1 � sin2
✓W )2 (7.11)

This relation can be particularly well tested with the ep colliders as they measure both WWH

and ZZH in one experiment and common theoretical environment. If one assumes the WW

and ZZ measurements to be independent, the resulting error on sin2
✓W ' 0.23 is 0.003 for the
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complementarity of colliders

Table 5. Expected relative precision (%) of the k parameters in the kappa-3 (combined with HL-LHC) scenario described in
Section 2 for future accelerators beyond the LHC era. The corresponding 95%CL upper limits on BRunt and BRinv and the
derived constraint on the Higgs width (in %) are also given. No requirement on kV is applied in the combination with HL-LHC,
since the lepton colliders provide the necessary access to the Higgs width. Cases in which a particular parameter has been fixed
to the SM value due to lack of sensitivity are shown with a dash (�). An asterisk (⇤) indicates the cases in which there is no
analysis input in the reference documentation, and HL-LHC dominates the combination. The integrated luminosity and running
conditions considered for each collider in this comparison are described in Table 1. FCC-ee/eh/hh corresponds to the combined
performance of FCC-ee240+FCC-ee365, FCC-eh and FCC-hh.

kappa-3 scenario HL-LHC+
ILC250 ILC500 ILC1000 CLIC380 CLIC1500 CLIC3000 CEPC FCC-ee240 FCC-ee365 FCC-ee/eh/hh

kW [%] 1.0 0.29 0.24 0.73 0.40 0.38 0.88 0.88 0.41 0.19
kZ[%] 0.29 0.22 0.23 0.44 0.40 0.39 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.16
kg[%] 1.4 0.85 0.63 1.5 1.1 0.86 1. 1.2 0.9 0.5
kg [%] 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.4⇤ 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.31
kZg [%] 10.⇤ 10.⇤ 10.⇤ 10.⇤ 8.2 5.7 6.3 10.⇤ 10.⇤ 0.7
kc [%] 2. 1.2 0.9 4.1 1.9 1.4 2. 1.5 1.3 0.96
kt [%] 3.1 2.8 1.4 3.2 2.1 2.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 0.96
kb [%] 1.1 0.56 0.47 1.2 0.61 0.53 0.92 1. 0.64 0.48
kµ [%] 4.2 3.9 3.6 4.4⇤ 4.1 3.5 3.9 4. 3.9 0.43
kt [%] 1.1 0.64 0.54 1.4 1.0 0.82 0.91 0.94 0.66 0.46

BRinv (<%, 95% CL) 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.27 0.22 0.19 0.024
BRunt (<%, 95% CL) 1.8 1.4 1.4 2.7 2.4 2.4 1.1 1.2 1. 1.

Figure 2. Expected relative precision (%) of the k parameters in the kappa-3 scenario described in Section 2. For details, see
Tables 4 and 5. For HE-LHC, the S2’ scenario is displayed. For LHeC, HL-LHC and HE-LHC a constrained kV  1 is applied.
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Possible Arrangement for a combined A3 - LHeC Tracker
NOT OPTIMISED

macro
pixel -
4layers 

strip-
4layers 

pixel -
2layers

radius
100 cm

length
294 cm

Various Questions:

- Low or HV CMOS
- Thickness, radiation hardness

(note ep: below 1015cm2n eq.
no pile-up in ep, .. à maybe low)

- Detectors in Vacuum? “Elliptic” ep pipe 
- Bent wafers?
- Same vertex or 1.87 apart? Cost
- …
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title

N. Armesto DIS2018, Kobe, 17.4.18  and E. Ferreiro, LHeC Workshop 2018, Orsay, 28.6.18  à 2007.14491
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Questions and Tentative Comments on Merger 

First derived questions:

- Can we generate luminosity at 0 and +1.8m for pp/AA and ep/eA, respectively?              yes, time needed sharing
- How does LHeC detector change if we integrate A3 into LHeC         extension in radius, B reduced, low V CMOS, .. 
- How would A3 detector change? Would it profit from the ep detector environment? 

Muons, calorimetry?      Better answered with A3 insight, one would expect this leads to a hard scale program
- How does the physics potential change?    eA programme at TeV scales. LHeC is most powerful EIC one can build 

Detailed Questions

- Magnetic fields: solenoid: if we go to half our value, and enlarge the radius by 2, we gain factor 2 resolution ok
Dipole: the dipole (and solenoid) would move further out, any problem?   Rather not. Note low material magnets

- Choice of Silicon technology for IT, are we compatible with them? Probably yes.  low V CMOS probably ok for LHeC
- Readout and Trigger: speed, data volume, 2 trigger and r/o branches or 1 etc.                                       To be studied
- For c,b tagging the extended ep beam pipe is a nuisance (as it is for ours) --> place Si inside pipe???  challenging
- There are many more.. 

Initial thoughts and questions and tentative answers

à It indeed seems feasible to combine the two detectors and IR concepts (further machine studies ongoing) 


